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(ABSTRACT) 

The state of cure of epoxies is an important issue in the manufacture of graphite epoxy 

composites used in aerospace structures. Variations in the initial state and process used to 

cure the epoxy resin in a composite material lead to variations in the mechanical properties 

of the part manufactured from the composite.!!2] Control of these variation can be 

accomplished by monitoring the bulk and shear moduli of the epoxy resin as it cures. The 

moduli properties of the resin determine the acoustic properties of the epoxy.{121(13],[14] 

Hence measurement of the acoustic longitudinal velocity and attenuation of the epoxy 

during its cure cycle provides a good indicator of the state of cure. 

Optical fiber waveguides can be embedded within a host material and used to detect 

longitudinal acoustic waves./151,[16] Herein, the mechanisms allowing the detection of 

ultrasound with optical fiber are presented. An analysis of optical fiber waveguides and 

optical fiber based interferometric detection methods is performed in detail. The interaction 

of radial strain fields, induced by longitudinal acoustic waves, with singlemode optical 

fibers is described. Experimental results obtained in epoxy cure monitoring, using an 

optical fiber based method for acoustic detection, are compared with results obtained using 

conventional piezoelectric based acoustic detection methods.
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1.0. Introduction 

Optical fiber sensors and systems offer a number of unique advantages over 

conventional piezoelectric based acoustic sensors. They are non-conductive and thus 

immune to electromagnetic interference. They are generally smaller in physical size. They 

allow for non-contacting surface point measurements. They can be made as either 

distributed sensors or as quasi-point sensors for both contacting and embedded 

applications. Disadvantages are that the intensity outputs of interferometric sensors become 

non-linear as the magnitude of a detected environmental disturbance approaches the 

wavelength of the optical source. This, however, can be overcome by using active or 

passive stabilization techniques and/or post processing the output. 

It is the objective of this thesis to present an optical fiber interferometric sensor system 

for the detection of longitudinal acoustic waves for applications in epoxy cure monitoring. 

The theory describing both the optical fiber waveguides and the interferometric sensing 

scheme will be derived, in detail, from Maxwell’s equations. Both active and passive 

methods of stabilizing an interferometer against signal fading will be presented. The effect 

of radially applied strain from longitudinal acoustic waves on embedded optical fibers will 

be addressed. Finally, experimental results obtained with embedded optical fibers in epoxy 

cure monitoring will be compared with results obtained using conventional acoustic 

detection methods. 
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2.0. Optical Fiber Waveguides 

The basic component upon which ultrasound detection in this thesis is based is the 

optical fiber waveguide. The optical fiber is a dielectric structure, the most basic form of 

which is comprised of two concentric cylindrical regions, termed the core and the cladding, 

with different permittivities. The permittivities of the core and cladding are chosen such 

that energy is guided by the core region. 

In the following chapter an analysis of this structure will be performed. The differential 

wave equations for dielectric media will be derived. The characteristic equation governing 

the modal solutions to the boundary value problem of a circular core step index dielectric 

waveguide will be presented. Approximations to the characteristic equation and its 

solutions will be made by introducing the concept of weak guidance. Finally, the field 

distributions within the optical fiber waveguide under the condition of weak guidance will 

be expressed in terms of linearly polarized modes. 
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2.1. Wave Equations in Dielectric Media 

The derivation of modal solutions for the fields in an optical fiber waveguide begins 

with Maxwell’s source free curl equations, 

-VxE = zH 

VxH = yE 

where, 

Z=j@p 

y = O+]We. 

(2.1-1) 

(2.1-2) 

(2.1-3) 
(2.1-4) 

The medium is assumed to be a lossless dielectric that is homogeneous in the z-direction so 

that, 

6 = 0, LL = Ho 

€ = E€,(%y) = EoN|(x,y). 

Then, 

-VxE = j@bH 

VxH = j@eonxyE. 

From vector identity (A-1) in appendix A, 

V4-VxE] = V¢joytaEt] = 0 
V4VxH] = VejoenonE] = 0. 

Using vector identity (A-2) in appendix A, 

Ve{jooucEl] =|joplo VeH + HeV(joop10)| = 0 

V4 ja@ecrx,y) E] = [joesn2ey) V°E + E-V(joeonx))| = 0. 

Wave Equations in Dielectric Media 2.1. 

(2.1-5) 
(2.1-6) 

(2.1-7) 
(2.1-8) 

(2.1-9) 

(2.1-10) 

(2.1-11) 
(2.1-12)



Since j and j@L,y are constants with respect to spatial coordinates we have, J J Pp p 

Ve-H=0 
2 

ea Evie 
Ny) 

Taking the curl of equations (2.1-7) and (2.1-8), 

Vx|-VxE] = Vx{jouoH] 
Vx] VxH| = Vxjoeny)E]. 

Using vector identity (A-3) in appendix A, 

VxVXE = -j@po [Vx] 

VxVXH = j@€o Ine) VxE - ExVray)]. 

Substituting equations (2.1-7) and (2.1-8) into the curl equations above, 

VxVXE = -j@po | joeonx.,y) E] 

__ — VxH 
VxVxH = je | 17(x.y) (-j - | ————__| x Vn, y) x j hn x,y) (-joH0H) [ H, n ” 

or, 

VxVXxE = Woes 17x.) E 

  

eaten) 
VxVXxH = @’oe077y) H - (oa x Tey) 

XY 

Using vector identity (A-4) in appendix A, 

V(V-E} - VE = toes 12x) E 

  V(V-H) _ Vo _ ort oEoT/2(K,) H- (on) Taian 

TYG y) 
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(2.1-13) 

(2.1-14) 

(2.1-15) 
(2.1-16) 

(2.1-17) 
(2.1-18) 

(2.1-19) 

(2.1-20) 

(2.1-21) 

(2.1-22) 

(2.1-23) 

(2.1-24)



or, 

VE+ [oe T°x,y) E = V(V-E) (2.1-25) 

V7.9) 

ny) | 
  V'H + @oeon*uy) H = V(V>H} + (oa x (2.1-26) 

Substituting equations (2.1-13) and (2.1-14) in for the divergence equations above, 

  

2 

VE+kK n'y) E= vernon (2.1-27) 
Ty) 

oo. SY —) Vy) 
VH+kK ny) H= (VxH) x no) (2.1-28) 

X,Y 

where. 

ki = WUE. (2.1-29) 

Modal solutions for the vector wave equations in (2.1-27) and (2.1-28) are assumed to be 

of the form, 

E(xy.z) = &(xy) eiBz =[Ey) + a.ecy)] eiBz (2.1-30) 

and, 

H(xy.z) = hwy) eiBz = [hwy) + ah.y)] eiBz, (2.1-31) 

From appendix A, the del operator is defined in rectangular coordinates as, 

V=V.t+a—; V:=a,.—+a— (2.1-32) 
Oz ox oy 

and the Laplacian as, 

2 2 2 

Vaviel: Vat 42. (2.1-33) 
az Ox dy 
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We may rewrite the vector wave equations in (2.1-27) and (2.1-28) as, 

2 

(vi + =| € e dbz + k? N7(x.y) € e-iBz 

      

OZ 

A 2.1-34 
¥, + & a 11°x,y) ( ) 

=- v.+a2 é e-iBz \_ zy 
Oz Ny) 

and, 
2d 

Vv. +—> h edBz + k? Ny) h eibz 

oz 

A 2.1-35 
V: +a 2 han ( ) 

= v.+n2 x h eiBz| x 0 
oz T(x) 

  

Since e(x,y), h(x,y), and (x,y) are independent of the axial coordinate z, the previous 

expressions may be rewritten as, 

V; N17y) 

N7@,y) 
(Ve - B’) él eiBz + [3 n2exy) €] eB = - lv. - | 2.8) : . eiBz (2.1-36) 

  

  

[(Ve - B’) i] eB + [k3 12.9) h] e-iBz = fiw -j 4B) xh] oes eibz (2.1-37) 

or, 

2_ and 2\ — 2A _ V, 11°y) Vi €+(k3 nny) - BE =- ( - 5 a B) : armas } (2.1-38) 

  

2 

van “| (2.1-39) ar 2m%Ayvy AID = -ja h Veh + (ke n%xy) - B) hb ( j8 xB) 
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Breaking the fields into transverse and axial components we may write, 

V. (€ + de) + (k3 nx) - B) (E+ Xe) er 
(2.1-40) 

--|v.-iap)|e+ae) Zante 

and, 

Vi (hi + Gh.) + (k3 n2exy) - B’) (h, + 2h.) aan 

_ A A V; 1°(x%y) 2.1-41 
= ( -ja B) xX (h, + ah,)] Ton 

or, 

Vv, (e+ ae,) + (k2 1)7(x,y) - B’} (é, + ae,) 

~ \f— Vi Ty) 
=-|\V,-ja. ° —__—_ ( ja.) C nay) } 

(2.1-42) 

and, 

V. (he + ah.) + (k? n2x,¥) - B) (hi, + uh.) 
. _ V. 1x9) (2.1-43) 

= {(V, - j a. B) x (h, + ach.}| x}. 

Each of the vector wave equations in (2.1-42) and (2.1-43) may be broken down into 

three coupled scalar wave equations. However, it can be shown that the transverse field 

components can be determined directly from the axial components. Hence, only two 

coupled equations need be solved.l] Substituting the assumed modal solutions and del 

operator from equations (2.1-30), (2.1-31), and (2.1-32) into Maxwell’s source free curl 

equations (2.1-1) and (2.1-2) gives, 

  

A O — “a . . _ “a . 

lv, +a 2 x (E(xy) + a.€,(xy)) edB2 | = joopo (hixy) + hy) edBz (21-44) 
Zz 
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lr. + 2 x (hy) + 2,h,@y)) eiB2 | = jaoeon?(y) (E@.y) + 2,e,%y)) eiBz. (2.1-45) 
Zz 

Since e(x,y), h(x,y), and n(x,y) are independent of the axial coordinate z, the previous 

expressions may be rewritten as, 

-[(V.- 5 & B) x (& + Ae)] esB2 = jeopte (h, + Gh.) eiBe (2.1-46) 

I(v, - ja. B) x (hi + ach) eiBz = jemenxy) (€ + Re.) eiBz (2.1-47) 

Or, 

-[(V.- j 4 B) x (& + Ae.)] = joopt (fh. + Gh.) (2.1-48) 

I(V, - 58 B) x (+ ach,}] = joesn*exy) (€, + Ze). (2.1-49) 

Separating equations (2.1-48) and (2.1-49) into axial and transverse components, 

_[- (Vix &)] = & (joopto ha) (2.1-50) 
[- (Vix de.) + {j 4 B x &)] = joe h (2.1-51) 

a_[(V. x hh}] = & (jaeon*cxy) e,) (2.1-52) 
l(v. x uh} - ( a. B x hy] = JEN y) (2.1-53) 

Solving for the transverse field components, 

hea (V. x Xe.) + (j 2 B x &] (2.1-54) 

= _ ] x A _{; a x aad . = l(V. x ah.) - (j 4. B x hi). (2.1-55) 

Substituting the equations for the transverse field components into one another will yield 

the transverse components as functions of the axial components only, 

~_-_1_l iy yae)alig (Pxin)-ipx8] he oy | (V.x Ae.) +/ja Bx Tosa (2.1-56)   

Wave Equations in Dielectric Media 2.1. 8



    ¢=— (v.xan)-[iapx Essel OE 6x8 | (2.1-57) 

  

  

j@ecn’(y) j@Ho 

h= ouanen joey) (Vi x Re) + 5B [a x [[V. x 2h.) - (j@, B x by] |} (2.1-58) 

&= Fuente Howl: x Aah) + j8 [& x [[V. x He.) - (ja. B x @)| |} (2.1-59) 

or, 

h= jee “|: coeonxy) (V, x Xe.) + Bla x (Vi x dha) - a x (j 2, B x hy]} (2.1-60) 

&= ene 5 lo Opto (V, x ah,) + B [Bx (V. x Ke.) - ae x (je Bx ell}. (2.1-61) 

Using vector identity (A-5) from appendix A, equations (2.1-60) and (2.1-61) may be 

rewritten as, 

  

  

  

  

h = __{_ wesn’xy) (V, x Se,)} 
jko ne ¥) (2.1-62) 

+ ata (BIULW. (ee th) a (3 Ve)-G 8B Ge h)- Rl 5 & BD} 

and, 

= _ 1 x3 

FR GY) fone(¥s x i (2.1-63) 
Ta = (B|(V, (a+ dee.) - ae, (a, » V,)) - (ja. B (3° 8) - & (3. + j & B))} 

Or, 

b= Saat oon (Vix de) +B (Vb. +j BRI (2.1-64) 

8 = aria yy Lone (Vex Gh] + B [Vc +5 Ba} (2.1-65) 

Wave Equations in Dielectric Media 2.1. . 9



Moving the tangential components to the left hand side in equations (2.1-64) and (2.1-65) 

  

  

we have, 

nli. B _ ] _ Xx % - h, t Z F = naw) [ WEoT](%,Y) (V, Xx ae.) +B V, h,| (2.1-66) 

-{, 6 \ 4 2 . é f eg FI = Tinian [cope (V, x uh) +BV, e, (2.1-67) 

or, 

h= Saco | wen 2ccy) (Vv, x &e,) -BYV, h,| (2.1-68) 
k5 1°) - B 

a= ae [ copt0 (V, x ach.) +BY, e;. (2.1-69) 
ko (x,y) - B 

Using vector identity (A-3) in appendix A equations (2.1-68) and (2.1-69) may be 

rewritten as, 

h= Sao {wemay)[e.(V.x a)-ax(Vie)]-BVeh.}  (2.1-70) 
k5 1(x,y) - 

a= [So] lonelin(W.xa)-& (Vim +B Vee (2.1-71) 
ki n(x.) - B 

Or, 

h, = FEceeery [mesn.,y) (3. x V, e,) +BY. h,| (2.1-72) 
ki 17x,y) - B 

&= aac | [cop (2. x Vib.) - B Viel. (2.1-73) 
kb 17,y) - B 

Hence if solutions for the axial components are found the transverse components will also 

be known. [J 
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Substituting equations (2.1-72) and (2.1-73) into the right hand side of the vector wave 

equations (2.1-42) and (2.1-43) gives, 

V. (€. + de.) + (k3 12xy) - B') (E+ Ae.) 
__ (Vv j3 8) j [cope (4, x V, h,) -BV. e,| . V. (x,y) (2.1-74) 

t Z k2 nny) - B T7(x,y) 
  

  

and, 

Vi (hi + ah.) + (kb ny) - B’) (he + Bh.) 
; jfoem*ay (&x Vie) +B Vib) anil Zeno (2.1-75) 

ko 17y) - B | N2%y) 
  -|(w-sa0)s 

  

The scalar wave equations for the axial components are then found by dotting the vector 

wave equations above into the axial direction, 

Vie, + (k3 ny) - Be, 

_-5 ( (4.x V.h)- BV, I LY, rs (2.1-76) 
  

  

  

kK nxy) - B Ty) 

and, 

Veh, + (ki 7%) - Bh, = 3» 

(( -j4.B) x j peste» a +B Veh, hh | ; en (2.1-77) 

Or, 

  

2 

: ? Vi 
V, e, + (k2 17.y) - B )e-f{ 

es x = | 

- X, 

enon P | (2.1-78) 
- 2 

-[ bat ax in) Se 
ko n*y) - B Ty) 
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and, 

V. h, + (k2 N17) - B) h, = 4° 

(( x ah.) + | ja Bx -J [ wes xy) (a,x V, e) +BV, h) 

ke 17@.y) - B i 
  

  

| ren (2.1-79) 

Xa 
TG, y) 

or, 

2 
2 

Vie + (k3 Tuy) - B) G - _ 8 2 v e,° vn “2 ks Nx) - B 1x9) (2.1-80) 
= ole Bolo | f x V,h,}s Viney) “| 

k3 17(x,y) - n(x) 

and, 

Veh, + (k? n%x,y) - B) hy 
2 

-aellv.xan)-—! 3 Ve nro) de | (exin anno B (x V. ss TEs | (2.1-81) 

wa. [Beemer 6 faxvie)]a ane) 
k3 ny) - B Ney) | 

  

Using vector identities (A-5) and (A-6) in appendix A, and the fact that a, is a constant with 

respect to spatial coordinates, equations (2.1-80) and (2.1-81) may be rewritten as, 

2 

Vi 1° 
Vie. + (kb n%es) - BiJe,-|—P ven om a ko 11’y) - B 7 °(%,y) 

(2.1-82) 
=| Pore _ ‘ Vib x verre 

ke 1xy) - B  TPouy) 
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and, 

V. h, + (k3 Ny) - B’) h, 

~ lt. Bf. 
-a° ( - fox Vin) ge 

= 4. {| Poem” @ @.Vie)- (aa) Vel 
kb 17) - B 

V: ny) | 

N(xy) | 

V; nny) | 

17°%y) { 

  x (2.1-83) 

  

  xX 

  

or, 

  > 2 mL V. nc, 
We+(kentan-

Be-| B Iv NC ” 

KB ny) - B T1°uy) os (2.1-84) 
_{__- Boe ‘ae(vin ae} 

ki n7,y) - B Tey) 

and, 

V. 17) 

17(x,y) 

2 and 

Kony) 5 (4, x V, h,] x 
k5 n(x.) - B 

Boecn (x.y) Vex V1 (xy) 

ke 17(xy) - B _ N(x) 

  Vv. h, + (kz Ny) - B’) h,+@° { 

-i| 

Using vector identities (A-5) and (A-7) in appendix A, equations (2.1-84) and (2.1-85) 

| (2.1-85) 
  

    

may be rewritten as, 

> 2 

Vie + (kina - Be, —P 2 p eo 3 “2 ko 17xy) - B T1°Gy) 
_ 2, 

= Boop ; a e V. h, x V, a (x,y) 

k§ 17,9) - B Ty) 

  

(2.1-86) 
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and, 

Vi h, +(k3 12x) - Bh, 
2 a2 2 2 

1q-[ Bren _ C n (SO a) a [Zante vn) 1-87) 

ko T1°(xy) - B Ny) ny) 
2 2 

_ | Boe’) . E HViex vin (xy) 

ko n7x,y) - B Ney) 

or, 

2 
2 

V. + (k2 N(x) - 8] @.- Pp C e,° V; i “| 

k3 ny) - B 1x9) 01-88) 

- [fom ‘a . v, hex V, n (xy) } 

ké 17.y) - B T1(x,y) 

and, 

2 ay? 
2 

Ve h, + (ki xy) - B’) he - ee p h, « a | x - X,Y ks 1y) - B (2.1.89) 

WET|7(%,y) |] A V; 1°%,y) _ B oT} ad 4° Vie.x a 

k2 nny) - B Noy) 

Solutions for the axial field components of a particular boundary value problem are 

found from the coupled scalar wave equations above. Once these solutions are known, the 

transverse field components may be found from equations (2.1-72) and (2.1-73).{4) The 

solutions for all the field components will not only provide information about the spatial 

dependence of the fields, but will also allow us to determine how they behave as a function 

of frequency, i.e. we expect the solutions that represent guided energy to be discrete modal 

solutions, each having a different propagation constant B that is frequency dependent. 
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2.2. Axial Solutions for Circular Core Step Index Optical Fibers 

For step-index optical fiber, the refractive index profile 1(x,y) is a constant in both the 

core and cladding regions. The gradient of the refractive index profile is then identically 

zero everywhere inside both of these regions. Solutions for the modal fields in step-index 

optical fibers may then be determined by first solving the scalar wave equations for the 

axial components in both the core and cladding regions, and then linking these solutions 

through the continuity of the axial components at the boundary between the core and 

cladding regions. That is, the axial components of the fields are tangent to the boundary, 

and must therefore be continuous there. Proceeding from this discussion, if we allow n, to 

be the refractive index in the core and n> to be that in the cladding, the coupled scalar wave 

equations for the axial components may be written as, 

Vi e, + (ki n?- B )e, =0 (2.2-1) 
V. h, + (k3n?- B}h, =0 (2.2-2) 

in the core region, and 

Vie, +(kini-B)e.=0 (2.2-3) 
Vi he + (k2 nj - B) h, =0 (2.2-4) 

in the cladding region. 

We note that the equations are no longer coupled and the solutions for both e, and h, 

will be of the same form. It is therefore only necessary to solve for one of the components. 

In this analysis a solution for e, will be found and h, will be determined from the intrinsic 

impedance of the medium. The analysis is for lossless, isotropic, and homogeneous 

circular core step-index fibers. Therefore, the cylindrical coordinate system will be used. 
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The Laplacian is defined in appendix A for cylindrical coordinates and applied to equations 

(2.2-1) and (2.2-3) which take the form, 

  

12 72) 428 +(k?n?-B )e,=0 (2.2-5) 
Tar\ or} * oo 

in the core, and 

13,38 412% +(kinz-B )e,=0 (2.2-6) 
Tar\ or} * a 

  

in the cladding. 

Equations (2.2-5) and (2.2-6) may be rewritten for the core and cladding regions 

respectively as, 

0% 1% 19%, ane Be. =0 (2.2-7) 
oe ' or ° do 

and, 

Oe, 1 OC Loe 2 — +1414 ki ni-B')e, =0. (2.2-8) 
oe ' ar ao 

Equations (2.2-7) and (2.2-8) may be solved using the Method of Separation of Variables 

by first assuming that independent solutions exist for the radial and angular dependence of 

the axial field components, i.e., 

€,(1.0) = e,(r) €,(0). (2.2-9) 
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Substituting equation (2.2-9) into equations (2.2-7) and (2.2-8) and simplifying, we have 

in the core and cladding regions respectively, 

  

d'e,(0) de,(0) d'e,(6) rg, eM ef +2(k2n?-B)=0 (2.2-10) 
Cf) Or? eft) Or e,(o) ao 

and, 

2 2 

9 eX) 19, 1 96) | ote B)=0, (2.2-11) 
ef) 97 &) Or  e,(0) oo 

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) may then be separated into r and @ dependent parts that are 

related by undetermined constants v and & in the core and cladding regions respectively, 

    

  

1.€., 

2 
2 IO, 7 2, aha p)-- 12 _ (2.2-12) 

ef) or Gl) sO ex) dd 

2 
2 

2 9 eft) 4 Oe) +°(kint- g})-- 12% _ E (2.2-13) 
€) gp Gt) Or €.(0) do 

The dependent part of the axial component of the fields may then be determined in the 

core and cladding regions respectively from the differential equations, 

  

de, 
. © + Vv’ e.() =0 (2.2-14) 
oo 

and, 

de.) ,2 
—+§ e,(0) = 0. (2.2-15)   
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Solutions of these differential equations, in the core and cladding regions respectively, are 

of the form, 

ex(o) = Ag elvo + Ba esvo (2.2-16) 

and, 

€,(o) = Ag eib¢ + Be eiS> (2.2- 17) 

where A OV B 61, Ag? and B 62 are constants that will be determined from the boundary 

conditions. Furthermore, since the index profile is circularly symmetric with respect to in 

both the core and cladding regions, we may impose the condition that: 

€,(0) = €,(6+2n). (2.2-18) 

Then we may write, 

Ay eM + By ei¥0 = Ay, ev (+20) + B,, e-iv (o+2n) (2.2-19) 

in the core region and, 

Ay ei8? + By e-i6¢ = Ay, ei6 (0+27) + By, ei (0+22) (2.2-20) 

in the cladding region. These equations may be expressed equivalently as, 

Ag elVO + Ba: el¥o = Ay, elo i2¥% + By, e-iVO ei2v" (2.2-21) 

in the core region and, 

Ag, l6? + Byo e360 = Ag, eS €j26" + B,, eiS0 i265" (2.2-22) 

in the cladding region. It can be seen that equations (2.2-21) and (2.2-22) are satisfied 

only when v and € are integer constants, i.e. when, 

v = 0,£1,+2,+3.,... (2.2-23) 

and, 

§ = 0,£1,+2,43,... . (2.2-24) 
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Since the axial field components are tangential to the boundary between the core and 

cladding regions at r=a, they must be continuous there. Then, we may express the equality 

for the @ dependent parts of the axial field components as, 

Aw e]¥O + Ba eJvO = Ag eibe + Be e369, (2.2-25) 

Equation (2.2-25) will be satisfied if €=v, A and B 7 = B 1 oF if E=-v, A g2= Agi 27d Boo = By 627 
B,, andB,, =A ol: For simplicity, we will choose the former case. The o dependent o1 2 
part of the axial components of the fields may then be expressed equivalently in both the 

core and cladding regions as, 

€,(o) = Aa ejvo + Ba eJvO, (2.2-26) 

This result is expected because of the symmetry of the circular core fiber with respect to 

the 6 coordinate. Had the index profile depended on 6 the equation would not have been 

separable in the cylindrical coordinate system. For example, had the index profile been an 

ellipse, an elliptical cylindrical coordinate system would have been required in order to use 

the method of separation of variables.!2] In this case, however, the axial components of the 

fields would be different in both core and cladding regions for both of the transverse 

coordinate dependencies. Only in the case of the circular core fiber is the dependence of the 

axial field components on one of the transverse coordinates the same in both the core and 

cladding region, i.e. the coordinate. 

Since the dependence of the axial field components on the o coordinate is the same in 

both the core and cladding regions, the constants A 61 and B g1 are arbitrary. That is, any 

choice made for these constants will satisfy all the boundary conditions at the interface 
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between the core and cladding regions. For simplicity, we will choose, 

Ag = , cide 

and, 

Bu = > e-j%e 

where @, is an arbitrary constant. Then, equation (2.2-26) becomes, 

ex(0) = 5 eite civ + 1 crite eriv0 

or, 

€,(0) = Le (vo-+de) 4 ¢-i(vo+de)] 

which from Euler’s identity is equivalent to, 

€,(o) = COS (vo + 62). 

(2.2-27) 

(2.2-28) 

(2.2-29) 

(2.2-30) 

(2.2-31) 

With E=v, the r dependent part of the axial components of the fields in the core and 

cladding regions may be determined, respectively, from the differential equations, 

0 e,(1) oe 
52 >. + [7 (k3 nt - B’) - v4 e.(r) = 0 r     

and, 

0 e,(r) at de,(r) 

or? or 

r’ 
    + E (k2 nj - 8) - v et) = 0. 

(2.2-32) 

(2.2-33) 

When the refractive index of the core region is greater than that of the cladding region, 

i.e. N}>N4, the differential equations describing the radially dependence of the axial field 
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components may be solved by considering the following cases, 

Case 1: BSkom<kom 

Case 2: kom. <B<kom 

Case 3: kom <kon $B. 

In case 1, equations (2.2-32) and (2.2-33) are both forms of Bessel’s differential 

equation. The solution of these differential equations are of the form [2], 

e()= Ag Jor Vk nt - B’) + Ba Yo(r-Vkz nt - 8’) (2.2-34) 

in the core and, 

e)= Aa Jo(r-Vk3 n3 - B’) + Ba Yv(r ki ni - B| (2.2-35) 

in the cladding region. A,, B,;, A,;7, and B,5 are constants that are determined from the 

boundary conditions. jy and Yy are Bessel functions of the first and second kind 

respectively, of order v. Note that v was determined to be an integer in equation (2.2-23). 

Both Bessel functions of the first and second kind are oscillatory, and gradually decay to 

zero as the magnitude of the argument approaches infinity. However, the Bessel functions 

of the first kind are finite when the argument is zero while the Bessel functions of the 

second kind become infinite as the argument approaches zero. Since the fields must be 

finite as r approaches zero, the only physically realizable solutions in the core region are 

provided by the Bessel functions of the first kind. Hence the constant B, in equation 

(2.2-34) must be identically zero. As B approaches kono, the only physically realizable 

solutions in the cladding region will again be provided by the Bessel functions of the first 

kind. Thus, the constant Br2 in equation (2.2-35) must also be identically zero. Since the 
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axial field components are tangential to the boundary between the core and cladding regions 

at r=a, they must be continuous there. Then, we may express the equality as, 

e@)= An Jo(aViG n? - B)=AaJ.(a Vi n3 - 8’), (2.2-36) 

We may then express the constant A,» as, 

J(a-Vk3 nt - B } 

J(a-Vk3 nt - B) 

Substituting these results back into equations (2.2-34) and (2.2-35) we have for the radially 

Aa= An (2.2-37) 

dependent part of the axial components of the fields, 

e)= An J(r-V/k n? - B’) (2.2-38) 

in the core and, 

e()= Aa JufaV ini - 8’) (rv n3- B | (2.2-39) 
Jy (a Vig ni-B 

in the cladding region. The Bessel functions of the first kind are oscillatory. Since the 

radially dependent portion of the axial components of the fields are Bessel functions of the 

first kind in both the core and the cladding, the fields will not be strictly confined to the the 

core region. Hence, the solutions for case 1 do not represent guided energy. 

In case 3, equations (2.2-32) and (2.2-33) become, 

de.) Oe 

or or 
r 
    - E (B° - ko n}) + v| e(r) = 0 (2.2-40) 
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in the core and, 

de.(r) tr de,(r) 

or 

    FS -[2-(B’ - kK n3) + v4] eo = 0 (2.2-41) 

in the cladding region. These differential equations are both forms of Bessel’s modified 

differential equation and have solutions of the form 2], 

e()= Aa l(r-VB - kn?) + Ba K,(r- VB’ - ki n?} (2.2-42) 

in the core and, 

e()= Aol (r-vB - ke ni) + Ba K.(r-VB - k3 n3) (2.2-43) 

in the cladding region. Again, A], B-], A,9, and B,» are constants that are determined 

from the boundary conditions. I, and K, are modified Bessel functions of the first and 

second kind respectively, of order v where v is an integer. The modified Bessel functions 

of the first kind are finite when the argument is zero while the modified Bessel functions of 

the second kind become infinite as the argument approaches zero. Since the fields must be 

finite as r approaches zero or as B approaches kpny, the only physically realizable solutions 

in the core region are provided by the modified Bessel functions of the first kind. Hence 

the constant B,, in equation (2.2-42) must be identically zero. Since the modified Bessel 

functions of the first kind become infinite as the argument approaches infinity, the only 

physically realizable solutions in the cladding region will be provided by the modified 

Bessel functions of the second kind. Thus, the constant A,;2 in equation (2.2-43) must also 

be identically zero. Since the axial field components are tangential to the boundary between 

the core and cladding regions at r=a, they must be continuous there. Then, we may 

express the equality as, 

e)= Aa L(aVB - knit} = BaK,(a VB" - k3 n3}. (2.2-44) 
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We may then express the constant B,9 as, 

Lav B’ - k3 ni] 
B,. = Aun ——_————_—. (2.2-45) 

K,(aVB - ki ni] 

Substituting these results back into equations (2.2-40) and (2.2-41) we have for the radially 

dependent part of the axial components of the fields, 

c= Aa L{r-VB - ni] (2.2-46) 

in the core and, 

1) = Ay ———__——_—— K, |r VB - ki n3 2.2-47 

in the cladding region. The modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind are 

exponentially increasing and decreasing functions respectively for an increasing argument. 

Since the radially dependent portion of the axial components of the fields are modified 

Bessel functions of the first kind in the core and modified Bessel functions of the second 

kind in the cladding, the fields will not be strictly confined to the the core region. In fact 

most of the energy will reside in the neighborhood of the boundary at r=a, hence the 

solutions for case 3 also do not represent guided energy. 

In case 2, equations (2.2-32) and (2.2-33) become, 

0 e,(0) Oe +(1?(k3 n? - B’) - v'] ee) =0 (2.2-48) 
ae oor 

Ir 
    

in the core and, 

0 e,(r) Oe 

or or 
r’ 
    -[r(p’ - ki ni) + v']e@ =0 (2.2-49) 
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in the cladding region. The differential equation (2.2-48) describing the radial dependence 

of the axial components of the fields in the core is a form of Bessel’s differential equation, 

while equation (2.2-49) describing the radial dependence of the axial components of the 

fields in the cladding is a form of Bessel’s modified differential equation. The solutions of 

these equations are of the form [2] 

e.0)= Aa Jo(r-Vk3 n? - B’) + Ba Yv(r-V ki nt - B| (2.2-50) 

in the core and, 

e()=Aal(rvB - kin?) + Ba K.(r-VB - k3 n3) (2.2-51) 

in the cladding region. Again, A,;, B,;, A;9, and B,» are constants that are determined 

from the boundary conditions. As described for case 1, only the Bessel functions of the 

first kind represent physically realizable solutions in the core region. Hence constant B,1 

in equation (2.2-50) is identically zero. Likewise, from the discussion for case 3, only the 

modified Bessel functions of the second kind represent physically realizable solutions in the 

cladding region and constant A,» in equation (2.2-51) is also identically zero. Since the 

axial field components are tangential to the boundary between the core and cladding regions 

at r=a, they must be continuous there. Then, we may express the equality as, 

e(a)= Ag Ka v ki n?- B = Br K,(a VB -ki ni). (2.2-52) 

We may then express the constant B-> as, 

Kav Kent - B | , 
Br= An CO 2.2-53 

K,(a VB - k3n3] \ 
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Substituting these results back into equations (2.2-50) and (2.2-51) we have for the radially 

dependent part of the axial components of the fields, 

e,)= Aa Jor -Vk3 nt - B'} (2.2-54) 

in the core and, 

(a ki n? - B 

T _a Mavi nt-B) Ky (rvB - ki n3 2.2-55 
oe K,(avB - k3 n3) P "y | 

in the cladding region. The Bessel functions of the first kind are oscillatory while the 

modified Bessel functions of the second kind are exponentially decreasing for an increasing 

argument. Since the radially dependent portion of the axial components of the fields are 

Bessel functions of the first kind in the core and modified Bessel functions of the second 

kind in the cladding, the fields will confined to the the core region. Most of the energy will 

then reside in the core and close neighborhood of the core, hence the solutions for case 2 

represent guided modes. Note that the limits on B for case 2 may be normalized as, 

    

O<b<il (2.2-56) 

where, 

B - ko ne b= _ 2.2-57 
Ky n, - Ko nz \ 

from which, 

B = b kom -(b- 1) ko no. (2.2-58) 
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2.3. Characteristic Equation for Circular Core Step Index Optical Fibers 

From equations (2.2-9), (2.2-31), (2.2-54) and (2.2-55) the axial component of the 

electric field may be expressed in terms of its transverse coordinate dependence in the core 

and cladding regions respectively as, 

e,(t.0) = An Jr V ko n? - B [cos (vo + 6.)| (2.3-1) 

and, 

Ja Vk nt - B'| 
1.0) = Ay ———_—_————- K\ |r - kj n3 . 2.3-2 e.(r,9) Ka" en) (r-vB |[cos (vo + &}] (2.3-2) 

If we now make the definitions, 

U =avkini- 8B (2.3-3) 

and, 

Wea VB - kin} (2.3-4) 

the axial component of the electric field may then be expressed in terms of U and W in the 

core and cladding regions respectively as, 

  

e.(.0) = An Jy (Uz) [cos (vo + 6.]| (2.3-5) 

and, 

ex(t.0) = An ea K,(WE)[cos (vo + 6}. (2.3-6) 

Similarly, the axial component of the magnetic field may be expressed in terms of its 

transverse coordinate dependence in the core and cladding regions respectively as, 

h.@.o) =C, Jy (Uz) [cos (vo + oa] (2.3-7) 
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and, 

hated) =Car mm K,(WE)[cos (vo + ¢a)]. (2.3-8) 

The transverse components of the fields e,(1,0), h,(1,0), e ot) and h gt) may now 

be determined from equations (2.1-72) and (2.1-73). From appendix A, the del operator 

may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as, 

VavVital: V.= 42 44 L2, (2.3-9) 
OZ or Y 90 

Then equations (2.1-72) and (2.1-73) may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as, 

ac ko 1G) - B (2.3-10) 
~ f dh, a 12} F de. 41% 
& X | ae — + a ——]}- Bl ae— + a = 

or ob or oo 

  

  

and, 

R(T S 
ko 1°») - B (2.3-11) 

*) weot?(xy) | & X Bi, + Gy +Bia 
ot Ob a 39 

where 1\(x,y) is equal to n; in core and n> in the cladding region. The transverse field 

    

components may then be expressed as, [1] 

et =| = 0% +(e (2.3-12) 
ko n? - B or ao 
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—+ 
ki n? - ao 

e4ea=| “J G2 om 
kj n? - B 0) or 

bas) =| j xn a 
kj n?- B or ao 

in the core region and, 

  

    h,(.0) -| : j | (=) +B oh, 

L
d
 

  

  

B - ko ni or 

ext.) = (4 |) ms 

B - ko ni 
or 

hy ‘(4 oe lm 
B - ko n3 or ao 

(2.3-13) 

(2.3-14) 

(2.3-15) 

(2.3-16) 

(2.3-17) 

(2.3-18) 

(2.3-19) 

in the cladding region. It can be seen in equations (2.3-12) through (2.3-19) that the partial 

derivatives of the axial field components taken in the core and cladding regions with respect 

to r will contain the term cos(vo + $9), where 9 = de when e,(1,6) is involved and $g = 

o, when h (1,6) is involved. Likewise, the partial derivatives of the axial field components 

taken in the core and cladding regions with respect to will contain the term sin(vo + 99), 

where $9 = $— when e,(1,6) is involved and $9 = 4 when h,(r,) is involved. The 

equations for the transverse field components contain combinations of the partial derivative 

with respect to r of e, (or h,) and the partial derivative with respect to > of h, (or e,). 
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Thus, the transverse field components will contain both cosine and sine terms. 

The transverse field components can be limited to containing only a cosine term or a 

sine term by properly choosing values for the arbitrary constants $, and o,. We may 

choose, 

b. = Oo (2.3-20) 

On = Qo - t (2.3-21) 

where 0p is an arbitrary constant. Then the axial components of the fields become, 

  

  

et.) = An JUL) [cos (vo + oo] (2.3-22) 

h,(.9) = Cn Jo(UE)[sin (vo + ¢4]] (2.3-23) 

in the core region and, 

L(U 6.0.0) = Ay ay K.(WE)|cos (vo + oo) (2.3-24) 

J,(U ; ht.) = Cy a K, (WE) [sin (vo + oe)] (2.3-25) 

in the cladding region. The partial derivatives of the axial components of the fields with 

respect to the transverse coordinates r and 6 are then, 

  

  

de.(t.9) ; 

9 «a (U)s(UE [eos v9 +6 (23-26 
ae -¢, (L) j, (Uz) [sin (vo + ¢4]] (2.3-27) 
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0e,(1,0) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

Sa Ad (UZ)|[sin (vo + oo} (2.3-28) 

22 —v C3 (UE|o08 v8 +) (2.3.28) 

in the core region and, 

a A. (%) ea) K.(wz) [cos (vo + 4] (2.3-30) 

AY twglenbova) = 090 
_ =v Aaa Ke(WE)[sin v9 + oy] (2.3-32) 

me -vC, ah K,(W2) [cos (vp + oo (2.3-33) 

in the cladding region. The transverse field components may then be expressed as: 

e,(0,0) = i(@} |B Aa) U}) (MH) y cu 1(U UI)]|[cos (vo + 4] (2.3-34) 

  havo) = -j (Af (2M) v a, J.(U2) +B Ca(Z}a,(UE][sin (vo +o] (2.3-35) 

ex(n0) = -j (AY ; 8} V Aa J(UE) - cope Ca(U) I, (ut) [sin (vo +¢0)]  (2.3-36) 

hy(1.0) = -j (a) cea Aa (U) is (Uz) + 8) vCal, (us) [cos (vo +¢o}]  (2.3-37) 
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in the core region and, 

  e,(1,0) = =i(ah ow W) 

  

     

  

  

(2.3-38) 
«|B Aa (W) K, (we) , (He One) CGik K,(W2) [cos (vo + a) 

h,(r.0) = j (Ww) KO J(U) 
: (W) (2.3-39) 

* | (oeand| Vv An Ky (Ww) + B ca(W a \K K.(w2] [sin (vo + ) 

e4(1.0) = j (a) 2 Is a 

8 (2.3-40) 
; B) V Aa Ko(WE) - cote Ca() K, (ws [sin (vo + oo}| 

-¢ay Jv(U) 
h,(r.9) =i 

fw KW) (2.3-41) 

  

* cca Aa(W)K.(wE) + 3} V Ca K.(WE)][cos (vo + oo 

in the cladding region. Note that the definitions of U and W given in equations (2.3-3) and 

(2.3-4) have been used. 

Since the e o and h o transverse field components are tangential to the boundary at r=a, 

they must also be continuous there. Evaluating the expressions for the @ component of the 

electric field at r=a in the core and cladding regions respectively we have, 

eas) = -j (2) ; 5) V Aa J(U) - Op Ca(U]I, wu) [sin(vo+¢o)]  (2.3-42) 

and, 

1), 
Ww! K.(W) 

+] (Pv aa. ()- aus Cu(Y) Kc] [sin (v9 + ou 

€4(a.0) = j (2, 
(2.3-43) 
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We may then express the equality as, 

  [A + aleve (8) sy Aiea [= 
The constant C,; can then be expressed in terms of A, as, 

“By |(th + (a 
TU) 71 Kaw onl) cay lace | 
  

  

Or, 

- B v(U? + W? 

ayy} Jv(U) K,(W) 
Cpe UT W | U J(u) WK,(W) 

Cy = Au. 
  

  

We now define, 

V? =U? + W’ = a’ ki (n? - 3). 

Using the definition of V2, equation (2.3-46) may be rewritten as, 

  

  

  

_ -BvVv’ 

Ca ov wi ZU), KAW) | Aa 
Us(u)* WK(W) 

or, 

Cr = - B V Ag. 
21 JL(U K,(W 

cop (UP) | THO * wie | 

(2.3-44) 

(2.3-45) 

(2.3-46) 

(2.3-47) 

(2.3-48) 

(2.3-49) 

Evaluating the expressions for the @ component of the magnetic field at r=a in the core and 

cladding regions respectively we have, 

hye) = -j (2) cca Aa(U)5,(U) + (8) vCahy w) [cos(vo +o] (2.350) 
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and, 

_ sap J(U) hoo = J (5) ic ew) (2.3-51) 

  

* cant Aa(W}K.(W) + 6) V Ca K.(W)|[cos (vo + o0}]. 

We may then express the equality as, 

lof 1) (U) 

[a ti T,(U) 

The constant A, can then be expressed in terms of C,, as, 

  

  +i) ang | =[kdY +| a KAW) i Bv Cu. (2.3-52) 1 
WwW 

  

  

  

Bey + eT 
fh EU). () 0D] “ (2.3-53) 
‘NUII(U) “WI K,(W) 

or, 

- B v[U? + W?] 
Aa = Ca. (2.3-54) 

2 2 Jv U 2 Ky WwW 

Ceo UW" nt a +i | 

  

Using the definition for V2 given in equation (2.3-47), we may rewrite equation (2.3-54) 

  

  

as, 

-Bvv’ 
1= ; ; Ca 2.3-55 * oes UW at i HL (25-99) 

UsJ(U) * ™WK.(W) 

or, 

Aa= “By on (2.3-56)   

  

: 2f_, (U) | _, K.(W) 
coe, (A) nig 1(U)” VWK,(W) | 
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Substituting the result in equation (2.3-56) into equation (2.3-49) we obtain, 

  

  

pv = 1, (2.3-57) 
3 UWF. F(U) , K(W) J.(U) K,(W) oa 

oF Ho eo (PY int Oi || UU) WK,(W) | 

  

Using the definition of ky? in equation (2.1-29) we may equivalently write, 

pv’ 
, , W(U) ._, KW) I(U K,(W) 
KU Wnt TE ena || who ” WK(W) | 

=1 (2.3-58)   

or, 

  

2 JV(U) 2 K,(W J(U K.(W _B 2 

[a5 J,(U) +n) U eure ww |- = (GST. (2.3-59) 

Equation (2.3-59) is the exact characteristic equation of the step index, circular core optical 

waveguide. Numerical solutions to this equation provide a description of how the 

propagation constant B varies as a function of the free space wave number ko, core and 

cladding indices nj and no, and core radius al] 
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2.4. Characteristic Equation under the Condition of Weak Guidance 

Equation (2.3-59) is greatly simplified when the condition of “weak guidance” is 

assumed. Weakly guiding fibers are those in which the index of the core and cladding are 

nearly identical. Under the condition of weak guidance we assume that , 

in I ni No. (2.4-1) B 
ko 

Recall that, 

WeavB -kjn} 

V =ak, Yn? - ni. 

In order to avoid trivial solutions to the characteristic equation, the approximation nj=n> 

will not be applied to the definitions of U, W and V. Only where n, and n> appear 

explicitly in the characteristic equation can the approximation be applied. [1] Equation (2.3- 

59), the exact characteristic equation, may then be approximated as, 

  

    

.|_Jv(U K.(W) P_ B v? 

(g J, oO WK.(W) | ~ | low! (2.4-2) 

or, 

TU K.(W) F Bv ‘ 
5 ; 1 W 2 _ | ~ oe (al (2.4-3) 
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Or, 

  

JV(U K,(W 

iF 0) Ww - nN | =tv aw) (2.4-4) 

Using recurrence equations (B-2), (B-6), (B-3) and (B-7) from appendix B, equation (2.4- 

4) may be rewritten in two equivalent ways, 

(J.-1(U)- 4 I(U)} (Kea (W) +H KW) 
U K(U) W K,(W) 
  

    

=+y (-¥_} (2.4-5) 

and, 

(v J.(U) - Jvei(U)} . (% K.(W) - K,..(W)} 
U (UU) W K.(W) 

  

| =tv(}. (2.4-6) 

Simplifying these expressions we have for equation (2.4-5), 

Jvi(U Ky.1(W 
; 

Bio weal Veta) -*¥ GW (2.4-7)   

and equation (2.4-6), 

[0 , Kee(W) 
UJ(U) WK,(W) 
  

  

solely a 
Further simplification and use of the definition of V2 reduces equation (2.4-7) to, 

  

  

  

W.(U)  Ky..(W) a 
is 1(U) WK (Ww) ” (cw) =tv oa (2.4-9) 

and equation (2.4-8) to, 

Jvsi(U) K,.:(W) V 2 V 2 

{i L(0) WK(W) via =tv(a Wy (2.4-10) 
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If we choose to let the form of the characteristic equation under the condition of weak 

guidance shown in equation (2.4-9) take on the minus sign on the right hand side of (2.4- 

9) we have, 

Jv-i(U) K,.1(W) _ 

UL(U) WK (w)| ~~ (2.4-11)   

Similarly if we choose to let the form of the characteristic equation under the condition of 

weak guidance shown in equation (2.4-10) take on the plus sign on the right hand side of 

(2.4-10) we have, 

  
Jv.i(U) . Kyer(W)]_ Ti) * WOW) = 0. (2.4-12) 

Equations (2.4-11) and (2.4-12) represent two different classifications of modal solutions 

to the characteristic equation of circular core step index fiber under the condition of weak 

guidance. The definition of which classification a particular mode belongs to is based on 

the ratio, lL! 

Pp =- me) Ca, (2.4-13) 

Modes for which the value of P is positive are referred to as “EH” type modes while those 

for which P is negative are referred to as “HE” type modes.!!] In equation (2.3-49) it was 

  

  

determined that, 

- B Vv 

Ca = ; ; An. (2.4-14) 

UwF| (UV) Ky(W) 
cope (UY) | UJ(U) WK,(W) | 

Then using equation (2.4-13) P may be expressed as, 

  ~_ 1 

. 1 (Uw KU), _K(W) ] (2.4-15) 

viv FL US(U) WK(W) 
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The characteristic equation under the condition of weak guidance shown in equation (2.4-4) 

may be rewritten as, 

  

(U) . KW 
L(uwy| oh we -El (24-16) 

Hence P is the inverse of the characteristic equation under the condition of weak guidance 

and using equation (2.4-16) may be expressed as, 

P=+1. (2.4-17) 

Modal solutions represented by equation (2.4-11) then have values of P=-1 since the minus 

sign on the right hand side of equation (2.4-9) was chosen. Hence solutions to equation 

(2.4-11) are referred to as “HE” modes. Similarly, modal solutions represented by 

equation (2.4-12) have values of P=+1 since the plus sign on the right hand side of 

equation (2.4-10) was chosen. Hence solutions to equation (2.4-12) are referred to as 

“EH” modes. 

It was shown earlier in equation (2.2-23) that v could take on values of both positive 

and negative integers. Equations (2.4-11) and (2.4-12) above hold when v is either 

positive or negative. Assuming Vv is a positive integer in equation (2.4-11), we may rewrite 

equation (2.4-11) for the case when v is negative as, 

Jv -1(U) K,.1(W) _ 

i i,(U) W mac = 0. (2.4-18) 

Similarly, equation (2.4-12) may be rewritten as, 

Jxsi(U) Ky.i(W) =_ 

5 J.(U) WK, i ~9 mem 
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Equations (2.4-18) and (2.4-19) may be expressed as, 

Sve (U) K.qer (W) _ 

i (0) / WK. WH =0 (2.4-20) 

and, 

  
J.w-y(U) | Kev-n(W)] _ 

Ea etl -o aan 
Using equations (B-1) and (B-5) from appendix B in equations (2.4-20) and (2.4-21) we 

  

  

  

  

  

  

have, 

19 F,(U) Ka (W)]_ _ | Tu k(u) WK. mI =0 (2.4-22) 

and, 

J, (U)  Kya(W)] ; 
a U J.(U) WwW ey = 0. (2.4-23) 

Further simplification leads to, 

-Jyi(U) Kya (W)]_ ; 
5 (U) W em =O (2.4-24) 

and, 

-Jv.i(U) | Ky.i€W)]_ 

Fs L(U) WK wi =0 (2.4-25) 

Or, 

Jwer(U) | Kye (W)]_ 5 on Wwe A =0 (2.4-26) 

and, 

Jwi(U)  Ky.a(W)]_ ; 
fi L(U) WK, cal = 0. (2.4-27) 
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Thus equation (2.4-11) becomes equation (2.4-12) and vice-versa when v is negative. 

Hence, only the magnitude of v is significant. When v=0 both equations (2.4-11) and 

(2.4-12) are equivalent and the characteristic equation under the condition of weak guidance 

becomes, using relations (B-1) and (B-5) in appendix B, 

1(U) , K(W) 
U Jo(U)  WKo(W) 
  = 0. (2.4-28) 

Equation (2.4-11) may be written in a more convenient form in order to compare it with 

equation (2.4-12). Using recurrence equations (B-4) and (B-8) from appendix B we may 

  

  

write, 

5,(U) <2 1) y, 4(U)-Jo-2(U) (2.4-29) 

and, 

K,(W) =2 ve 1) i, ..(W) + Ky.2(W), (2.4-30) 

Then equation (2.4-11) may be rewritten as, 

Jy..(U) 
K,.:(W) _ 

2(v-1).3(U)- US..(U) : 2(v-1)K.i(W)+W EWA =0 (2.4-31)   

  

  

Or, 

rio We) 
2(v- i)h(U) 2(v - NK.(W), =0 (2.4-32) 
LW = 1) NU) 1) 2(v- 1) K,..(W) +1] 

U J,.2(U) W K,.2(W) 

Or, 

    

2 ( (v - aa (W) | K,. i(W) a V- 1)J Jy. 1 e | 

1l}= -1 2.4-33 ae ; WK.W) | \WK.AW Sa (2.4-33) 
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or, 

  

2(v-1)| Jv.i(U vu) K,.1(W) \s sa(U) | 

  

  

U g te W K,. mw) U J.2(U) 
=o m1 [i U1), K..(W) (2.4-34) 

- Nes aa oh. o( W K,..(W) 

Or, 

Jv-i(U) Ky..(W) | _ 
F J,.2(U) W a = 0. (2.4-35) 

Comparing equations (2.4-12) and (2.4-35) shows that they are of the same form. The 

order of the Bessel functions and Modified Bessel functions in the numerator parts of both 

equations are one greater than the order of those in the denominator parts." Equations 

(2.4-12) and (2.4-35) may then be summarized by a single equation, 

J(U) Ki(W) ]_ 
F J.1(U) wen =0 (2.4-36)   

where, 

(v- 1); HE type modes 
I= (v +1); EH type modes 

;v = 0,1,2,3.,... . 

    

Solutions to equation (2.4-36) for a given value of 1 represent a combination of 

degenerate solutions from equations (2.4-11) and (2.4-12). A plot of the normalized 

solutions to the characteristic equation under the condition of weak guidance (2.4-36) for 

the first five degenerate modes is shown in Figure 2.4-1. As will be described in section 

2.6., these solutions are referred to as “LP” modes. Note that in Figure 2.4-1 the curve for 

the LP,, and LP), modes overlap. Referring to Figure 2.4-1, solutions to equation (2.4- 

36) are not single valued for a particular value of | and the modes are labeled as LP, ,. The 
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value of m defines the order of the solutions to equation (2.4-36) for a particular value of 1 

as V increases from zero. Then as V increases for a particular value of 1, each successive 

value of m represents a new mode of the Ith type whose cutoff frequency Vc is higher than 

that of the previous modal solutions for the given value of 1. 

Cutoff conditions for the modal solutions of equation (2.4-36) are found as B 

approaches kjn>, or equivalently as W approaches 0, for a particular value of 1. Modes 

operating below cutoff do not represent guided energy as was determined previously for 

Case 1 in section 2.2. Using the small argument relations (B-9) and (B-10) in Appendix B 

to evaluate the behavior of the term containing the modified Bessel functions of the second 

kind in equation (2.4-36) as W approaches zero we have, 

  

K.(W)___[-n(W) + (n(2)- . 
W K...(W) — w(e] (2.4-37) 

OT, 

K(W)_ _ 
WK..(W)= -In(W) + (In(2) - y) (2.4-38) 

for | =0 where y = 0.577 is Euler’s constant. Note that K_,(W) = K)(W). When1= 1 we 

have, 

1 KW). | 
W K...(W)  W{-In(W) + (In(2)- y)] (2.4-39) 

or, 

Ki(W)  _ 1 ; 
W K...(W) ~ W?[-In(W) + (In(2) - y)} (2.4-40) 
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When 1 > 1 we have, 

  

  

K(W) (1 we (2. 

~ Wi . _ 
- 

W K...(W) ~ (1-2)! 2 ; 1=2,3,4,... (2.4-41) 

2 \w 

Or, 

K(W)_ _1)(2). 1 = 
WK.a(w tt (2); 1 = 2,3,4,... . (2.4-42) 

In the limit as W approaches zero, the term containing the modified Bessel functions of the 

second kind in equation (2.4-36) approaches infinity for all three cases above [) ive., 

; Ki(W) |]_ 2. ye _ lim, olen tal ; 1=0,1,2,3,4,... . (2.4-43) 

Using the definition of V in equation (2.3-47), as W approaches zero U approaches Vos 

the value of V at cutoff. Hence the characteristic equation is satisfied only when, 

wwlctitsate=   

Since only the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero has a non-zero value when 

evaluated with a zero argument, a zero cutoff frequency can occur only when | = 0, Le., 

AM Wi. 
Or, 

All other values of V,, that satisfy equation (2.4-44) are non-zero and satisfy Uy 

ha(V)=0; 1=1,2,3,.... (2.4-47) 
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2.5. Modal Field Distributions under the Condition of Weak Guidance 

In section 2.4 the value of P was determined from equations (2.4-13) through (2.4-17) 

to be, 

pa (Fe) fant (2.5-1) 

where the plus sign corresponded to “EH” type modes as represented in equation (2.4-12) 

and the minus sign corresponded to “HE” type modes as represented in equation (2.4-35). 

The constant C,; may then be written in terms of constant A; as, 

Cast [8 An. (2.5-2) 
@Ho 

The axial components of the fields in equations (2.3-22) through (2.3-25) then become, 

  

  

c(t) = Ax J(UZ)[cos (vo + 6] (2.5-3) 

hr) =+ An [= 1,(UZ} [sin (vo + oo)] (2.5-4) 

in the core region and, 

e.(1.6) = An rah K, (WE) [cos (vo + oa)] (2.5-5) 

ht.) =+ An [8 20) K,(WE)[sin (vo + oo} (2.5-6) 

in the cladding region. 
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The transverse components of the fields in equations (2.3-34) through (2.3-41) become, 

e408) = -j An (YP [B (Z)x,(ut)+¥(- B)5.(UZ}][cos (vo + 9] (2.5-7) 

bi) =-j Aa(& 8 |) cat 1,(UZ)+ )2(8 Puy (u B|[sin vo + (2.5-8) 

ese) =-j An(@P[- (Y) B I.(UE) + B(L).(U2]||sin (vo + | (2.5-9) 

he) = -j An (AP oc (Ujsn(uz)+ » {2 J, vy) [cos{v +0] (2.5-10) 

in the core region and, 

cue) = j Aaliy ream (2.5-11) 
*|B(W) K.(wr)+ ¥(-B)K, cc loos (vod + oe)] 

h,(r.0) = j An (Ww) Kew) Jy ee 
, (2.5-12) 

. ly ween? K, (WE) + [2 (WK, vg [sin (vo + oo}] 

etre) =] Aula ae eR ; 

+[-W)ox(we bY) x(w][sinbore) 
nia, (ape JU) 

hy(r.o) =j A, Ww RW 2514 

* ozs (W) Ki we) 4+¥ (5a wg] [cos (vo + oe]| 

in the cladding region. Equations (2.5-7) through (2.5-14) may be rewritten using 

recurrence equations (B-2), (B-3), (B-6), and (B-7) from appendix B. To simplify the 

number of equations for the “EH” and “HE” mode types, recurrence relations (B-2) and 
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(B-3) may be combined into one expression of the form, 

_ r J,(UD)=4£¥ (A) I. (U2) +(- da (UZ) 

Similarly recurrence relations (B-6) and (B-7) may be combined as, 

K. (WE) = £¥ (2) K, (WZ) - Kn (WE) 

(2.5-15) 

(2.5-16) 

In equations (2.5-15) and (2.5-16), the plus sign corresponds to the “EH” modes while the 

minus sign corresponds to the “HE” modes. Using equations (2.5-15) and (2.5-16), 

equations (2.5-7) through (2.5-14) may be expressed as, 

e(t.o) =+j An B Fa Tver (Uz) [cos (vo + oe} 

h.@.o) = -] A, (© | f(a Bh) Soa (U (uz)| sin (vo + oa] 

eo) = j An B(#} Jen (U X)|sin (vo + oo} 

h,@.o)=+j An B) faa A) Ju (U }[cos (vo + oe)] 

in the core region and, 

et.) =-j An Bilan J zm Kun (WE) [cos (vo + oo) 

h,@.o) = jal BY ee \= 

e,(r.0) = +j(- Aa)B (3) a Kua (WE) sin (vo + do} 

  

ak   Kya (WE [sin (vo + oo)| 

  

  nins=-) AcE) /& (] MED a we eos 
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(2.5-18) 

(2.5-19) 

(2.5-20) 

(2.5-21) 

(2.5-22) 

(2.5-23) 

(2.5-24) 
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in the cladding region. In obtaining equations (2.5-18), (2.5-20), (2.5-22) and (2.5-24), 

the following relations were used. From the definition of ko? in equation (2.1-29) we may 

write, 

ko = @Vploéo = Wo / rm (2.5-25) 

or, 

1 .1,/&. 2.5-26 ole kV L (2.5-26) 

From the condition of weak guidance in equation (2.4-1) we may write, 

2 

  

n= ° =n} (2.5-27) 

or, 

B 

nj= =n} (2.5-28) 
(’ LLo€o 

Then, 

B° 

weon} = ous = WEon?. (2.5-29) 

Thus from equations (2.5-26) and (2.5-29) we have, 

BB ous / " = Ween? = Won}. (2.5-30) 

Additionally, from equation (2.4-1) we may write, 

ma/S oP 4/2 2m, of. (2.5-31) 

Equation (2.5-31) is the admittance of the waveguide under the condition of weak 
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guidance. Using equation (2.5-6) we may further express this as, 

y=P =P [men ,[2n,/ _ 
Wo ko V po Ho Ho 

Using equation (2.5-32), the field components may be expressed as, 

ext) = An J(UL)[cos (vo + bo} 

hit) =+ An (- Y)Jo(UE)|sin (vo + oo} 

ef) = + j Au B(A) Jun (UE)[cos (vo + oo] 

hte) =-j An ¥ B (A) Jen (U U2)|sin (v + dl] 

e,(.0) =j An B(4) Jen (U U2)|sin (vo + o]] 

hy.) =+j An Y B(A) Jun (U 1)[cos (vo + oa] 

in the core region and, 

J,(U) 
€,(1,0) = ~ Ang ayy (W) Ky (Wz) [cos (vo + a 

h.(.0) = An (- Yew K, (WE) [sin (vo + | 

e,,6) = -j Aa B (| een Kye (WE) cos (vo + oo} 
  

I hire) = +] An Y B( 5 Ko (W2)|sin (vo + do]   He 

e,(1.0) = +j(- Aa)B Slr ca (Ww) [sin (vo + oo 

J.(U) Kw Se (9) [cos (vo + oo}   hyo) =-j An YB (| 
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(2.5-33) 

(2.5-34) 

(2.5-35) 

(2.5-36) 

(2.5-37) 

(2.5-38) 

(2.5-39) 

(2.5-40) 

(2.5-41) 

(2.5-42) 

(2.5-43) 

(2.5-44) 
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in the cladding region. We may rewrite the constant Arl in terms of another constant A 

such that, 

=-j a A J An B (3) 

or equivalently, 

A, =+jA {4 
aB 

    

Then equations (2.5-33) through (2.5-44) may be expressed as, 

eo) =+jA I J (Uz) [cos (vo + ™] 

h,(.o) =+](-A) tt] Y J.(U2)[sin (vo + oo] 

en) = £(- A) Jun (UL}[cos (vo + do} 

hiro) = + A Y Jus (UZ}[sin (vo + oo]| 

e4(r.0) = - A Jun (UZ) [sin (vo + oo} 

h(t.) = + (- A) Y Jun (Uz) [cos (vo + oo)| 

in the core region and, 

eo) =+j]A Uy) HU) Ky (w=) [cos (vo + oe)] 
a B} K-(W) 

  

h(t.) = +] (-A) a Y ew) K, (WE) [sin (vo + ¢a)] 

U 1(U) 
W K,(W) 
  e(r.6) = + A Kye (Wr) [cos (vo + 6c)] 
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(2.5-47) 

(2.5-48) 

(2.5-49) 

(2.5-50) 

(2.5-51) 

(2.5-52) 

(2.5-53) 

(2.5-54) 

(2.5-55) 
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h.(r,o) = + (- A)Y wwe (Wz) [sin (vo + oa] (2.5-56) 

ean) = + A wey Ke (WE) [sin (vo + oo} (2.5-57) 

h,(.0) = +A Y WEEw) Kye (wr £)[cos (vo + a (2.5-58) 

in the cladding region. Note that where a plus or minus sign is indicated, the plus sign 

corresponds to “EH” field distributions and the minus sign corresponds to “HE” field 

distributions. Examination of equations (2.5-47) through (2.5-58) reveals that the 

magnitude of the distribution of the axial field components differs from that of the 

distribution of the transverse field components by a factor of, 

SE BRT em 
Under the condition of weak guidance as stated in equation (2.5-27), this factor is 

  

approximately zero. We may then conclude that the contributions to the fields from the 

transverse components are much larger than those from the axial components. Hence the 

modal solutions to the wave equation under the condition of weak guidance are 

approximately plane wave solutions. (1) It is also evident from equations (2.5-49) through 

(2.5-52) and (2.5-55) through (2.5-58) that, 

h,(r.o) = - Y e4(1.9) (2.5-60) 

and, 

hy(.0) = Y e,(r,9) (2.5-61) 

which is also consistent with plane wave behavior. |! 
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2.6. Linearly Polarized Modes 

The solutions for the transverse field distributions determined in equations (2.5-49) 

through (2.5-52) and (2.5-55) through (2.5-58) may be expressed in the Cartesian 

coordinate system using the transformations, 

. = 4. cos (6) - 4 sin (6) (2.6-1) 

and, 

ay = a sin (o) + a COS (9). (2.6-2) 

Then equations (2.5-47) through (2.5-58) may be rewritten as, 

ex(50) = A Jue (Uz) (+ - Cos (vo + 6o) cos (o) + sin (vo + oo) sin (o}} (2.6-3) 

ho) = + AY Jv (Uz) {sin (vo + oo) COS (o} + cos (vo + oo} sin (o}} (2.6-4) 

e(28) = A Iva (UZ) {+[- cos (vo + 44) sin (9}] - sin (vo + go) cos (9}} —_(2.6-5) 

h,(co) = + A Y Jen (UZ) {sin (vo + 6) sin (9) +[- cos (vo + 4) cos(4)]} _ (2.6-6) 

in the core region and, 

U J.(U) 
W K,(W) 

* {cos (vp + 4) cos (9) +[- sin (vo + oe) sin (6)] 

  e,(.0) =A Kuss (we) 
(2.6-7) 

U J.(U) 
W K,(W) 

*{+|- sin (vo + 2) cos (¢)] - cos (vo + 4) sin (¢)} 

U J(U) 
W K,(W) 

* {cos (vo + oo) sin (9) + sin (vo + oo} cos (o)} 

h,(.0) =A Y Kv (w=) 
(2.6-8) 

  ev(r.0) = A Ken (WE) 
(2.6-9) 
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U JU) 
hyo) = A Y= KA (WE 
® W K,(W) (Wa) (2.6-10) 

{+ - sin (vo + oe) sin (9) + Cos (vo + oo) cos (o)} 

in the cladding region. Equations (2.6-3) through (2.6-10) may be simplified as, 

e,(09) = - A Jun (UZ) (+ cos[(v + 1) o + 4a] (2.6-11) 

h,(0) = A Y Jun (UZ) sin [(v + 1) o + 04] (2.6-12) 

e,(00) =- A Ju (UZ) sin[(v + 1) @ + 0] (2.6-13) 

hy.) =- AY Jwa (UE) {+ cos|(v + 1) o + o4]} (2.6-14) 

in the core region and, 

ex(1.o) = A view) Kv (Ww) COs Ilv + 1) > + oo] (2.6-15) 

ho) =- AY wRew) Kia (WE) {+ sin|(v + 1) 6 + o4]} (2.6-16) 

eit.) = A we Kea (W) {+ sin (vt 1} 6 + o4]] (2.6-17) 

hyd) = A Y WEE Kin (WL) cos [(v + 1) o + 44] (2.6-18) 

in the cladding region. Note that where a plus or minus sign is indicated, the plus sign 

corresponds to “EH” field distributions and the minus sign corresponds to “HE” field 

distributions. 

The characteristic equation of circular core step index fiber under the condition of weak 

guidance given in equations (2.4-11) for “HE” type modes and (2.4-12) for “EH” type 

modes may be combined into a single representation, 
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Jvx(U) . Kyi (W)]_ 
Ff J(U) = WK, i =0 (2.6-19) 

where the plus sign corresponds to “EH” field distributions and the minus sign 

corresponds to “HE” field distributions. Equation (2.6-19) may be rewritten as, 

UJ(U) _ [Ji (U) 
W K,(W) © ¢ ; Kyey wit (2.6-20) 

  

If we now use the definition of “1” from section 2.4. and equation (2.6-20) we may 

rewrite equations (2.6-11) through (2.6-18) as, 

e,(10) = - A J,(UZ){+ cos[1 > + ¢]} (2.6-21) 

hate) = A Y J,(U) sin [1 6 + 0 (2.6-22) 

e,(r0) = - AJ, (UL) sin [1 + 4] (2.6-23) 

hyo) = - AY J,(UE}|+ cos[1 9 + el} (2.6-24) 

in the core region and, 

ex(o) =tA ; wi K (WE) cos 1 o+ oe] (2.6-25) 

hr.) =A Y aia K, (WE) sin [1 + | (2.6-26) 

eyo) =- A Fem K (WE) sin 1 d+ 6c] (2.6-27) 

hj.) =tAY F a K, (WE) COS [1 o+ 66] (2.6-28) 

in the cladding region where, 

(v - 1); HE type modes 
I= (v + 1); EH type modes 

  

v = 0,1,2,3,... . 
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We may combine the “HE” and “EH” mode types to generate a set of degenerate linearly 

polarized modes designated as “LP” modes. Equations (2.6-21) through (2.6-28) may be 

rewritten for the sum of “HE” and “EH” modes as, 

e,(r.0) = 0 (2.6-29) 

h,(c¢) =2 A ¥ J,(UZ) sin[1 6 + oo] (2.6-30) 

e,(00) =- 2A J.(U) sin [1 6 + 60 (2.6-31) 

ho) = 0 (2.6-32) 

in the core region and, 

e,(1.6) = 0 (2.6-33) 

_ (U) h,(.o) =2 AY aay K, (WE) sin [1 + 60 (2.6-34) 

3,(U) . 
e.g) =-2A ean Ki (WE) sin E o+ oe] (2.6-35) 

hy(.o) = 0 (2.6-36) 

in the cladding region . Similarly, equations (2.6-21) through (2.6-28) may be rewritten 

for the difference of “HE” and “EH” modes as, 

ex(.0) = 2A J; (Uz £) cos [1 o+ oo (2.6-37) 

h,(.4) = 0 (2.6-38) 

e,(1,0) = 0 (2.6-39) 

hyo) = 2 AY J,(UE) cos|1 6 + 6] (2.6-40) 

in the core region and, 
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I(U e,(1.0) =2 A ay K, (WE) cos 1. + | (2.6-41) 

he.) = 0 (2.6-42) 

ey.) = 0 (2.6-43) 

6) = J(U) tr _ 
hyés@) = 2A Y oan Ki (WE) cos [16 + 6] (2.6-44) 

in the cladding region . 

The sum of the degenerate “HE” and “EH” mode type transverse field distributions 

given in equations (2.6-29) through (2.6-36) produce “LP” modes with linear polarization 

in the y-direction. Similarly, the difference of the degenerate “HE” and “EH” mode type 

transverse field distributions given in equations (2.6-37) through (2.6-44) produce “LP” 

modes with linear polarization in the x-direction. A plot of the electric field distribution for 

the first five “LP” type modes is shown in Figures 2.6-1 through 2.6-5. The characteristic 

equation of these “LP” modes, given by equation (2.4-36), was arrived at under the 

assumption of weak guidance. This assumption, as stated in equation (2.4-1), is not exact 

and hence the “LP” modes are not true modal solutions to the characteristic equation given 

by (2.3-59) as derived from Maxwell’s equations. In fact, a finite difference exists 

between the propagation constants By, and Bey, of the degenerate “HE” and “EH” mode 

types used to generate the transverse field distributions of the linearly polarized “LP” 

modes. This difference in propagation constants results in rotation of the direction of 

polarization as the fields propagate along the z-axis of the optical fiber. The beat length of 

this rotational effect is given by 2n/(Byp - Bry) 1] Hence, step index circular core fiber is 

not polarization maintaining. 
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3.0. Optical Fiber Couplers 

When two coherent beams of light are interfered with one another, the magnitude of the 

resultant beam is dependent on the relative phase difference between the two interfering 

beams. In optical fiber interferometers, the device that allows the mixing of two coherent 

beams is an optical fiber coupler. The coupler is comprised of two or more optical fiber 

waveguides in which the core regions are sufficiently close to one another so as to permit 

energy to be exchanged among them through a common cladding region. 

In the following chapter an analysis of this type of composite waveguide structure will 

be performed. The differential equations describing the coupling between each of the 

individual waveguides will be derived. Applications of this set of coupled differential 

equations to composite structures consisting of two and three optical fiber waveguides 

respectively will be presented. An analysis of each of these will be given using two 

different initial conditions. Under the first initial condition, both types of couplers will 

have a field present in one waveguide only. In the second initial condition, both types of 

couplers will have coherent fields present in two waveguides. 
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3.1. Coupled Mode Theory 

The complex power leaving a region due to the presence of the field set [E,H] is 

defined as [3] 

P| | canvas (3.1-1) 
Ss 

If two field sets [E,H] and [E’,H’] are present in the region, then the coupled complex 

power between the two leaving the region may be defined by, 

P, = | | [(E xH’) + (ExH }}edS. (3.1-2) 
§ 

Defining the argument of the integral in equation (3.1-2) as, 

F=((ExH)+(ExH}| (3.1-3) 

and using the Divergence Theorem, we may rewrite equation (3.1-2) as, 

| | Fas-| | [ve dv. (3.1-4) 

Using vector identity (A-8) from appendix A, the argument of the volume integral may be 

rewritten as, 

VeF = V{ExH } + VE XH ). (3.1-5) 

Using vector identity (A-9) from appendix A, the divergence of the vector cross products 

may be written as, 

VF = ([H{VxE) - £'{VxH)] + [8 (VxE) - (Vx )}. (3.1-6) 
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Maxwell’s source free curl equations for both sets of fields may be written as, 

-VxE = zH 

VxH = yE 

and, 

Jo
g 

”“ ro
| 

a 
Ho
on
 

<
 

ON
, 

i 
| 

where, 

Z= jou 

y = O+jwe 

Z=jop 

y =O+jme. 

Thus, equation (3.1-6) may be rewritten as, 

Ve =((94(-2H)-E4yE)] + [9 (20) - Eye) 
or, 

VeF= -{[(z’+z) HH | + [(y'+y) E°*E }. 

(3.1-7) 
(3.1-8) 

(3.1-9) 
(3.1-10) 

(3.1-11) 
(3.1-12) 
(3.1-13) 
(3.1-14) 

(3.1-15) 

(3.1-16) 

The previous expression may be broken down into axial and transverse components by 

using the definitions, 

VaV.4n2 
Oz 

and, 

F=F,+4F, 
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Then we have, 

VF =VeR +2 (a), (3.1-19) 
oz 

When the volume integral in equation (3.1-4) is taken over an infinitesimally thin region 

along the z-axis, the integral over the z-coordinate disappears. Hence equation (3.1-4) may 

be rewritten as, 

Pr ree = nif | | | (V-F) of | | (V-F) ds (3.1-20) 

- F+ 2 (RG Py p= com = [v. Rt > (F 4) ds 

= | | (VF) ws+2| | (Fea) ds 

where the first integral is an expression of Green’s Theorem in the plane. !2] Hence we may 

or, 

(3.1-21) 

write the coupled complex power leaving the region defined in a plane where z is constant 

Pevan=| | (V-F) ds = | (Fen) dl 3 | (F-4,) ds. (3.1-22) 

Since the fields are assumed to be finite, they decay to zero as the region S defined in 

as, 

the x-y plane with z constant extends to infinity. Hence the closed line integral about the 

region S in the previous expression is identically zero when the coupled power between the 

fields is evaluated with S at infinity. Under these conditions, the coupled complex power 
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leaving an infinite region S defined in the x-y plane where z is constant may be expressed 

P, pe cout,s_p~ = | | v}as-2f | (Fea) dS. (3.1-23) 

Using equations (3.1-3) and (3.1-16), the previous expression may be rewritten as, 

as, 

P,, = const, Sp = | | {((z*+z) H-H | + (y’+y) E-E]} dS 

-2 | | {(E'xH?) + (Ex )}-4.} as. 
(3.1-24) 

Zz 

When the region S is assumed to consist of a dielectric material such that the permeability 

of the material is the same for both the primed and unprimed field sets, the previous 

expression reduces to, 

Pr, 2= conn, S—yo = | | [(y'+y) E°E | dS 

event 5 (3.1-25) 

=2| | (Ext) +(Exa}}4) as. 
s 

Furthermore, if the dielectric medium is considered to be lossless we may write, 

Pt, 2 = const., S—poo -ioe| | [(n?-n7) E-E| dS 

WaA=H0, o=0 0 s (3.1-26) 
0 = wy poe ey A 

= 2 | {((E xH’) + (ExH )|-&} ds 
S 

where by definition, 

€ = &o &, = Eo. (3.1-27) 
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Since the field quantities in the vector cross products on the right hand side of equation 

(3.1-26) are dotted into the axial direction, only knowledge of the transverse components 

of these fields are required. If we allow the unprimed field set to represent known 

solutions for a uniform waveguide in isolation, we may write the unprimed fields as a sum 

of the modes present in the guide. The prime field set then represents the fields of the 

uniform guide in the presence of a perturbation. This perturbation may be due to an 

irregularity in the uniform waveguide, or the presence of other waveguides in the close 

neighborhood of the uniform waveguide. 41 

For fiber interferometry, we are concerned only with the interaction of parallel single 

mode supporting waveguides. Hence we may write the unprimed fields as those of the pth 

waveguide in isolation with index profile Np&y), 

E (x,y,z) = & (x,y) eiBp2 (3.1-28) 

and, 

H (y.z) = hy @y) edBpz, (3.1-29) 

Equation (3.1-26) then becomes, 

x | |(n2-n1?) (&, e:i8p2) “| as 

— 2. | | | [E x(h e-iBpz)’] + l(e, eiBp2) xT ] lea. dS 
S 

(3.1-30) 
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which is equivalent to, 

joe, e*iBp >| | ne-11”) &,"eE | dS 
(3.1-31) 

Bete | [ies + (e,"xH )]|+a, dS 

Or, 

jee etiBp >| fi [(n?-n'”) &,"*E ] ds 
(3.1-32) 

= et) iBpz 

  

Soin] [ | ce xhy) + (@xH Ja, as. 

Since the fields in the vector cross products on the right hand side of equation (3.1-32) 

are dotted into the a, direction, only knowledge of the transverse components of these 

fields are required there. This, however, is not the case on the left hand side of equation 

(3.1-32).4] Here, knowledge of both transverse and axial components is required. If we 

now assume that the prime fields are the fields of a composite structure consisting of N 

parallel single mode fibers, we may write the transverse components of the fields as, 

N 

E\(xy,z) = » a(z) Ei, (x,y,z) (3.1-33) 
i=l 

and, 

—, N — 

Hixy.z) = }) a@) His uy.z) (3.1-34) 
i=l 

where, 

E,,(%y.z) = €, (x,y) edBiz (3.1-35) 
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and, 

Hi @y,2) = his Gy) edBiz, (3.1-36) 

The coefficients a; are in general complex functions of the z-coordinate to permit the 

exchange of power among the individual waveguides along the region of interaction.) To 

obtain the axial components of the fields, we refer back to Maxwell’s source free curl 

equations, 

-VxE =j@oH (3.1-37) 

VxH = joesn” (x,y) EF (3.1-38) 

and, 

-VxE, = j@po H; (3.1-39) 

VxH, = jen? (x,y) E.. (3.1-40) 

Equations (3.1-39) and (3.1-40) may be equivalently written as, 

- \v, a2), + @E;,) = jbo (Hi, + aHi,) (3.1-41) 
Zz 

and, 

~O\ we a 4 — A 
V.+ a x (Hi, + &Hiz) = joeon? (x.y) (E,, + aE). (3.1-42) 

zZ 

  

Separating equations (3.1-41) and (3.1-42) into axial and transverse components we have, 

    

-V. x Ex = j@po (2H) (3.1-43) 

- (V, x aE.) +12 a x z| = jbo His (3.1-44) 
az 

and, 

V. x Hy = joe? (xy) (.B.,) (3.1-45) 
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V x aH.) + i a x A 

Oz 

  

Then, from equations (3.1-37) and (3.1-38), 

. -V E nm 

H.-| - Ea 
j@pHo 

. VxH_ n 

JMET  (y) 

  

and, 

Using vector identity (A-9) from appendix A: 

He 2 . (8 )-E . Wl 
  

and, 

  

_ = »(Vx4)-V ae 
j@ecn? (xy) 

Equivalently we may write, 

. 1Ve(axE H: = ¥-Gxe) (ax y 
J@po 

and, 

E, = 2-H} 
J@EN  (%y) 

= j@ecn? (x.y) E,,. (3.1-46) 

(3.1-47) 

(3.1-48) 

(3.1-49) 

(3.1-50) 

(3.1-51) 

(3.1-52) 

Since the vector cross product of the fields with the a, direction appears in equations 

(3.1-51) and (3.1-52), only the transverse components of the fields are of importance 

there. The result of the vector cross product produces transverse components only, thus 
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the del operator can be abbreviated so as to take only the divergence of the result in the 

transverse direction. Equations (3.1-51) and (3.1-52) may then be reduced to, 

H, = = (xE) ue) (3.1-53) 

JOpo 

and, 

E = eee) 8) (3.1-54) 
JOEN  (%y) 

Substituting equation (3.1-33) into equation (3.1-53), 

N 

V.° a xy ail) B, 
H, = i= (3.1-55) 

jOfLo 
  

and equation (3.1-34) into equation (3.1-54), 

N 

- V: ° (a x ¥ a; (Z) i 

E, = ‘oem? - 5 . (3.1-56)   

Equations (3.1-55) and (3.1-56) may be equivalently expressed as, 

  

Ex H, = S a0| (ax ir lixEsl (3.1-57) 
i=l Oo 

and, 

N 
E= 2 a [2 BH} (3.1-58) 

= j@ecn “ (xy) 

Using vector identity (A-9) in appendix A equation (3.1-57) may be written as, 

N RE. ? a - 9 ° V RE. 
H; - > a,(z) B (V, xX i) a ( t X Ed) (3.1-59) 
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and equation (3.1-58) as, 

XX [a-(¥.x Ay) - Hae (Vix 4) 
E,= 2 a;(2) | soon 7a . (3.1-60)   

Equations (3.1-59) and (3.1-60) may be simplified to, 

N a e]- E. 

H= > aw alvin Ba (3.1-61) 
i= 1 

and, 

se N a © (V. x Ha) 
E, = 2 a; (z) WH (3.1-62) 

Substituting equation (3.1-43) into equation (3.1-61), 

N 

H= > a@Hu (3.1-63) 
i=l 

and equation (3.1-45) into equation (3.1-62), 

  

2 N 

E, - y a;(z) E,,. (3.1-64) 
NOW ]i=t 

The fields of the composite structure may then be described as a summation of the 

fields of the individual waveguides, 

  

N 2 

EB => aw E+ (Le ja (3.1-65) 
j=1 TY (x,y) 

and, 

—, N —— 

H= > a@H. (3.1-66) 
i=l 
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Equations (3.1-65) and (3.1-66) may be rewritten as, 

  

. n? 
aj (Z) | Gi. (%y) + iS *Y iowa) eiBiz (3.1-67) 

1 TY (%Y) i= 

i 

1 
M
i
z
 

a; (z) h; (x.y) eJBiz (3.1-68) 

using equation (3.1-35) and the definitions, 

E;, (xy.z) = e;, (x.y) eJBiz (3.1-69) 

Hi(xy.z) = hi@y) eiBiz, (3.1-70) 

Substituting equations (3.1-67) and (3.1-68) into equation (3.1-32) gives, 

jore, etiBpz | | ten [3 a; (2) e+ Fa Tie) as 

    

= etiBp2 o +B, (3.1-71) 
{ N _ N _ 

* | \ | > a Gi, ce x hp. + Cox > a his eiBiz *a dS 

5 i=] i=l 

Equation (3.1-71) may be reduced to, 

N nN 
joe Y) ae (Bi - Bp)z | | oe *) af + ( ic dS 

a s q (3.1-72) 
= etiBpz 2 + jp, » y a, eJBiz | | (Ei, X hy} + (E,, X hi,)|*a, | 

    

i=i s 
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Or, 

N n? - 

joe Y aes (8; - Bp) | | i je, . + ( i ds 
i=l s 

- > . i(B: - B,} e:i(Bi-Bp)z | | (Esa x ig’) + (Eu x hi, ha 8. 
(3.1-73) 

In order to simplify the previous expression, only the most significant contributions to 

the integrals on both sides of the equation will be considered. From the geometry of the 

pth fiber in isolation we may assume that the cladding region extends to infinity from the 

core region. In the composite structure the core region of the ith fiber resides within the 

cladding region of the pth fiber such that the two now share a common cladding. In this 

common cladding region the index profile of the composite structure 1|’(x,y) is the same as 

the index profile of the pth fiber in isolation Np,clad(*-Y). The index profile of the 

composite structure 7’(x,y) in the region of the core of the pth fiber is also the same as the 

index profile of the core of the pth fiber in isolation Np,clad*y). Hence, the integral in the 

first half of equation (3.1-73) is non-zero only in the region of the core of the ith fiber. (1) 

For guided modes in each of the fibers in the composite structure we assume that the 

energy is primarily confined to the core regions of the individual guides. Some energy is 

also present in the form of exponentially decaying evanescent fields in the cladding material 

just outside the cores. When i=p, the square of the electric field from the pth fiber will 

appear in the integral in the first half of equation (3.1-73). Since the electric field 

contribution from the pth fiber will be evanescent in the core region of the ith fiber, the 

contribution to the integral will be negligible. This is equivalent to the case where i#p and 

the integral is evaluated over the core region of the kth fiber. When ip only the electric 
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field contribution from the pth fiber is evanescent in the core region of the ith fiber. Hence, 

the most significant contribution to the integral over the core region of the ith fiber occurs 

when ip and we may ignore the “self-coupling” terms that occur when i=p.] 

The most significant contributions to the integral in the second half of equation (3.1-73) 

occur in the core and close neighborhood of the pth fiber core when i=p. This results from 

the fact that when i=p both field components ep 

mainly confined to the core. Hence, most of their energy resides there. Both of these field 

and hp in the vector cross products are 

components decay exponentially outside the core of the pth fiber, and contributions to the 

integral become negligible in these regions. When p#k one of the field sets in the vector 

cross products is evanescent in the core region of the other fiber while both field sets are 

evanescent everywhere outside the cores of both fibers. Hence contributions to the integral 

in the second half of equation (3.1-73) may be considered insignificant everywhere in the 

infinite region S of the composite structure.!!] Equation (3.1-73) may then be 

approximated as, 

N . 

joc ¥ aes (8) - Bp}z a . | tne )e," . + (> ic ds 
ip sero (3.1-74) 

| (Exh) +B. xR ds. 

wa
 

Q
 

N 

Furthermore, since the presence of the ith fiber in the composite structure represents the 

perturbation of the pth fiber in isolation, n;(x,y) is equivalent to 1’(x,y) in the core of the 

ith fiber and the cladding regions of the composite structure within the infinite region S. 

Then equation (3.1-74) reduces to, 
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joes y a ei hel | [(nz-n'”)¢,"* a] dS 
i=1 

: =| | [(E. x hy’) + (@.° x h,,)]eae dS. 
dz S, pth fiber 

(3.1-75) 

The set of coupled differential equations that describe the complex coefficient a; in 

equations (3.1-67) and (3.1-68) are then, 

where, 

we | ln? -n) e+e} as 
kj = fiber core 

| | [(e,. x hy’) + (E,." x hy,}Jea, dS 
S, pth fiber 

in isolation 

  

Coupled Mode Theory 3.1. 

(3.1-76) 

(3.1-77) 
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3.2. 2x2 Couplers - Analysis 

Two transverse fields propagating into the coupling region can be expressed 

individually as, 

Wp = Cp (x,y) esBez 5 p=1,2 (3.2-1) 

where Vp and Gp represents the transverse field sets [E,,Hp] and [ep,hp] respectively. 

The total transverse field in the coupling region is then the sum of these two, [41. [5]. [6] 

2 

Wr = Ss Ap(Z) Wp = a1(Z) Wi + artz) W2 (3.2-2) 
p=1 

where the amplitude coefficients ap are, in general, complex and functions of the z 

coordinate so that power may be exchanged between the two individual waveguides in the 

coupling region. Note that it is only necessary to find solutions for the transverse field 

components since once these are known, the longitudinal field components can be derived 

from them using Maxwell’s Equations.!41. [61 

From the reciprocity relation derived in section 3.0., two coupled linear differential 

equations describing the coefficients ap may be obtained, 

2 
oP 4 Y, a; e880 ky; p=1,2; ixp (3.2-3) 

i=1 

where the constants kpj are the coupling coefficients between the two waveguides. The 

self coupling terms were shown to be insignificant and are ignored. Note that koi = Kin. 
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When the coupling region is constructed from two identical fibers, the propagation 

constants Bp are all equal and the two differential equations become, 

da, 
“dz +j [a2 ky] = 0 (3.2-4) 

and, 

“a2 + j[ay ko] =0. (3.2-5) 

Since the coupling coefficients koi are identical, i.e. kj> = kp) =k, the differential 

equations may be rewritten as, 

dai spon ; at tjka2=0 (3.2-6) 

and, 

om +jka,=0. (3.2-7) 

This set of equations can be easily solved by first differentiating equations (3.2-6) and 

(3.2-7) and then substituting for da;/dz and da>/dz as follows, 

fa +k*a, =0 (3.2-8) 

and, 

[29] +k? a2 = 0. (3.2-9) 

Solutions for these second order differential equations are obtained as, 

a,(z) = A ejkz + B e-ikz (3.2-10) 

and, 

a(z) = C elkz + D edkz, (3.2-11) 

The relationship between the constants A, B, C, and D in equations (3.2-10) and (3.2-11) 
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above is determined by substituting these solutions back into the coupled first order 

differential equations in (3.2-6) and (3.2-7). Taking the derivative with respect to z of 

equation (3.2-10) we have, 

cai = jk (A ejkz-B e-ikz) (3.2-12) 

Substituting equations (3.2-11) and (3.2-12) into equation (3.2-6) we have, 

jk (A eikz - B e-ik2) + jk (C eikz + D eik2) = 0 (3.2-13) 

from which, 

C=-A (3.2-14) 

and, 

D=B. (3.2-15) 

The coefficients a; and ay may then be expressed as, 

a,(z) = A ejkz + B ejkz (3.2-16) 

and, 

a,(z) = - A elkz + B e-Jkz, (3.2-17) 

Note that it was not necessary to use explicit boundary conditions to obtain the mode 

expansion equation or the original coupled differential equations in (3.2-3), upon which 

this analysis is based, because the boundary conditions are themselves derived from 

Maxwell's equations. General solutions for the aps in the mode expansion in equation 

(3.2-2) must therefore satisfy the boundary conditions at any arbitrary dielectric 

discontinuities.{61 This analysis has assumed that the propagation constants of both fibers 

used to construct the coupler are the same. Also, the coupling coefficients are equivalent 

because of symmetry between both of the fibers. 
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3.3. General Solutions for the 2x2 Coupler 

From the symmetry of the 2x2 coupler shown in Figure 3.3-1 and the assumption that 

both fibers are identical, the coupling coefficients may be assumed equal; i.e. kj7 =k] = 

k. Thus, the solutions for the complex amplitude coefficients a, and a as derived in 

section 3.2 are, 

ai(z) = A elk + B ejkz (3.3-1) 

and, 

a,(z) = - A elkz + B eJkz, (3.3-2) 

In Figure 3.3-1 L is the interaction length of the coupler. Hence z in equations (3.3-1) and 

(3.3-2) varies from zero to L. Note that A and B in equations (3.3-1) and (3.3-2) are 

constants that will be determined from the initial conditions for a particular problem to 

which these solutions are applied. 
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3.3.1. Intensities at Output Ports with One Input Port Excited 

When the LPp; mode is propagating into the coupling region from port #1, and no 

fields are present at port #2, the initial conditions can be stated as, 

a2(0) = 0 (3.3.1-1) 

from which equation (3.3-2) gives, 

B=A. (3.3.1-2) 

Thus, the coefficients ap in equations (3.3-1) and (3.3-2) may be written in terms of 

constant A as, 

a,(z) = A (eikz + e-ikz} (3.3.1-3) 

and, 

az) = A (- eikz + e-dkz}, (3.3.1-4) 

The constant A is determined from the second initial condition. The intensity (i.e. power) 

of the field in guide p as a function of z is represented by lan(z)!. Thus, with an initial 

power input of Po at port #1 at z=0 we have, 

lja1(0* = Po (3.3.1-5) 

where, 

|ai(z* = 4 |A]? cos? (kz). (3.3.1-6) 

Then, 

|a,(0? = 4 |Al? (3.3.1-7) 

and, 

|= 5 YPo. (3.3.1-8) 
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The coefficients ap) may then be rewritten as, 

ay(z) = , YP (cikz + e-ikz) (3.3.1-9) 

and, 

a(z) = 5 Po (- eikz + ik) (3.3.1-10) 

where A has been assumed to be a positive real number. 

The intensities at the output ports (i.e. output powers) #3 and #4, corresponding to 

input ports #1, #2 respectively, are then determined from, 

I, = ja(L\? = Po cos? (kL) (3.3.1-11) 

and, 

L, = |a.(L? = Po sin? (kL) (3.3.1-12) 

where z = L is the end of the coupling region. 
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3.3.2. Intensities at Output Ports with Two Input Ports Excited 

When the LPy; mode is propagating into the coupling region from both input ports #1 

and #2 such that the two are of equal intensity but the field at input port #1 is delayed in 

phase by an amount (t) from that at input port #2, the initial conditions can be stated as, 

a,(0) = a,(0) eS) (3.3.2-1) 

from which equations (3.3-1) and (3.3-2) give, 

B _.ali+e3) i, _sin (9) (3.3.2-2) 
(1- ei) ~ [1- cos (o(n) 

Thus, the coefficients ap in equations (3.3-1) and (3.3-2) may be rewritten in terms of 

constant A as, 

  

ax(z) = A {eikz + j _sin(oo) em (3.3.2-3) 
1 - cos (ot)) 

and, 

nfo = A. cite 4 j| Salo) om 6.3.2-4 
\ 1 - cos (9) 

The constant A is determined from the second initial condition. The intensity (i.e. power) 

of the field in guide p as a function of Z is represented by lan(2)/. Thus with an initial total 

power input to the coupling region of Po, equally contributed to by the fields at input ports 

#1 and #2 at z=0, we have, 

la,(0}? =|a,(0)? = = (3.3.2-5) 
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where, 

l,l? = —2/A" _[1 + sin (60) sin (22) (3.3.2-6) 
1 - cos (o(0)) 

and, 

lao(z” = IA" - sin (o(t)) sin (2kz)|. (3.3.2-7) 
1 - cos (o)} 

Then, 

lai(0)]” = la.(0))” = _2\Ar (3.3.2- 8) 

1 - cos (6(0) 

and, 

A= 4 Po [1 - cos (o(0)]". (3.3.2-9) 

The coefficients ap may then be rewritten as, 

ay(z) = 1 YP, [1 - COS (oct))) m ca +j sale os (3.3.2-10) 
2 1 - cos(o(t)} 

and, 

az) = 1 YP, [1 - cos (o(1))]” ' elke + j ae e-ixe (3.3.2-11) 
2 1-cos(gn)} 

where A has been assumed to be a positive real number. 

The intensities at each of the output ports (i.e. output powers) #3 and #4, 

corresponding to input ports #1 and #2 respectively, are then determined from, 

b=laaP=4 Pr [1 + sin (o(t)) sin (2kL)} (3.3.2-12) 
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and, 

1 = last}? = 4 Py[1 - sin ((0) sin (21) (3.3.2-13) 

where z=L is the end of the coupling region. These expressions can be simplified by 

defining, 

Bi = 5 Po (3.3.2-14) 

and, 

Bz = 5 Po sin (2KL) (3.3.2-15) 

Thus, for two fibers in a coupling region with identical propagation constants and coupling 

coefficients we have, 

I = B, +B sin ((1)) (3.3.2-16) 

and, 

L. = B; - Bz sin (o(t)} (3.3.2-17) 
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3.4. 3x3 Couplers - Analysis 

Three transverse fields propagating into the coupling region can be expressed 

individually as, 

Wp = Cpy) eiBp2 5 p=1,2,3 (3.4-1) 

where Wp» and Cp represents the transverse field sets [E,,Hp] and [e shy] respectively. 

The total transverse field in the coupling region is then the sum of these three, {4}, [5}, [6] 

Wr = y p(2) Wp = a1@) Wi + ag(z) Wo + a3(z) W3 (3.4-2) 
p=] 

where the amplitude coefficients ap are, in general, complex and functions of the z 

coordinate so that power may be exchanged between the three individual waveguides in the 

coupling region. Note that it is only necessary to find solutions for the transverse field 

components since once these are known, the longitudinal field components can be derived 

from them using Maxwell’s Equations.!41. [61 

From the reciprocity relation derived in section 3.1., three coupled linear differential 

equations describing the coefficients ap may be obtained, 

3 

= -j S a; eJ(Bi-Bp)z Kpi ; p=1,2,3; 1#p (3.4-3) 
i=] 

where the constants ki are the coupling coefficients between each of the three waveguides. 

Note that kp = Kin. 
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When the coupling region is constructed from three identical fibers, the propagation 

constants Bp are all equal and the three differential equations become, 

ca + j [az ky2 + a3 k13] =0 (3.4-4) 

and, 

st + j[ai ka) + a3 ky3] =0 (3.4-5) 

and, 

S23. j [ay k3) + ag k32] = 0. (3.4-6) 

If two of the three coupling coefficients kp are identical, i.e. kj 7 = k,3 =k, and the third 

coefficient is defined in terms of the other two, 1.e. k»3 = qk, the three differential 

equations may be rewritten as, 

day. ik[ay +a3]=0 (3.4-7) 
dz 

and, 

O22 + j k[ay + a3 q]) = 0 (3.4-8) 

and, 

$23. + jk[ay +a q] =0. (3.4-9) 

This set of equations can be easily solved by first differentiating both the sum and 

difference of equations (3.4-8) and (3.4-9) and then substituting for da,/dz from equation 

(3.4-7) as follows, 

[ag + a3] + jk q A [ap + a5] +2 k*[ap + a3] = 0 (3.4-10) 
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and, 

[ag - a3]- jk qf [ay - a3] = 0. (3.4-11) 

Solutions for these second order sum and difference differential equations are obtained as, 

q-¥ q2+8 a (at¥ q2+8 

2 |: +B o| 2 1 
  

[ag +a3]=A | 

  

  

(3.4-12) 

and, 

[a2 - a3] = C eikaz, (3.4-13) 

The coefficients ay and a3 are then found individually to be, 

ao(z) = (Cae + a3] +[a> - a3]} 
Yates jarVates | (3.4-14) 

= Be +B ek I+ & eax 

and, 

ag(e) = 5 (Laz + as] - [a2 - a3]} , 
- 2 8 8 (3.4-15 one exlOEE 6 oe 

Coefficient a; is determined by differentiating a> in equation (3.4-14) and substituting 

along with a3 in equation (3.4-15) into equation (3.4-8) as follows, 

ay(2) = (2) 22. - a, q (3.4-16) [sg oleae Hly ole 

  

Note that it was not necessary to use explicit boundary conditions to obtain the mode 

expansion equation or the original coupled differential equations in (3.4-3), upon which 

this analysis is based, because the boundary conditions are themselves derived from 

Maxwell's equations. General solutions for the aps in the mode expansion in equation 
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(3.4-2) must therefore satisfy the boundary conditions at any arbitrary dielectric 

discontinuities.[6] This analysis has assumed that the propagation constants of all three 

fibers used to construct the coupler are the same. Also, symmetry between one of the 

fibers and the other two has been assumed in that two of the three coupling coefficients 

were assumed equal. 
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3.5. General Solutions for the 3x3 Coupler 

From the symmetry of the 3x3 coupler shown in Figure 3.5-1, all three optical 

waveguides are approximately equal distant from each other, hence all three of the coupling 

coefficients may be assumed equal; i.e. k}7 = k,3 = kp3 =k, which implies that q=1. 

Thus, the solutions for the complex amplitude coefficients a,, a7, and a3 may be simplified 

to, 

aj(z) = -A eikz + 8 e-j2kz (3.5-1) 

and, 

ap(z) = SIA + C] eikz + B e-j2kz (3.5-2) 

and, 

a3(z) = {A - C] eikz + B e-j2kz, (3.5-3) 

In Figure 3.5-1 L is the interaction length of the coupler. Hence z in equations (3.5-1), 

(3.5-2), and (3.5-3) varies from zero to L. Note that A, B, and C in equations (3.5-1), 

(3.5-2), and (3.5-3) are constants that will be determined from the initial conditions for a 

particular problem to which these solutions are applied. 
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3.5.1. Intensities at Output Ports with One Input Port Excited 

When the LPg9; mode is propagating into the coupling region from port #1, and no 

fields are present at ports #2 and #3, the initial conditions can be stated as, 

a2(0) = 0 (3.5-1-1) 

and, 

a3(0) = 0 (3.5.1-2) 

from which equations (3.5-2) and (3.5-3) give, 

C=0 (3.5.1-3) 

and, 

B= -A. (3.5.1-4) 

Thus, the coefficients ap in equations (3.5-1), (3.5-2), and (3.5-3) may be rewritten in 

terms of constant A as, 

ay(2) =-A [edi + 1 ei2ke] (3.5.1-5) 

and, 

- = A{1 eikz - 1 ¢-j2kz 1-6 ao(z) = a3(z) =A 4 eke - 5 € } (3.5.1-6) 

The constant A is determined from the third initial condition. The intensity (i.e. power) of 

the field in guide p as a function of z is represented by lag(2)I?. Thus, with an initial power 

input of Po at port #1 at z=0 we have, 

laz(0? = Po (3.5.1-7) 
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where, 

tc be a +2cos (3kz)}, (3.5.1-8) 

Then, 

jaro? = 2 A’ (3.5.1-9) 

and, 

Al = 2 YPo. (3.5.1-10) 

The coefficients ap) may then be rewritten as, 

ay(@) =- 2 YPo |eike + 1 ¢ 2k (3.5.1-11) 

and, 

a2(Z) = a3(z) = 2 1Po [4 ejkz - + e eke] (3.5.1-12) 

where A has been assumed to be a positive real number. 

The intensities at each of the output ports (i.e. output powers) #4,#5, and #6, 

corresponding to input ports #1, #2, and #3 respectively, are then determined from, 

14 = lab} = 2 Po [5 +2 cos (3kL.] (3.5.1-13) 

and, 

= |ao(L)? = Po [1 - cos (3kL)] (3.5.1-14) 

and, 

Ig = lag? = 2 Po[1 - cos (3kL)] (3.5.1-15) 

where z = L is the end of the coupling region. 
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3.5.2. Intensities at Output Ports with Two Input Ports Excited 

When no fields are present at input port #1, and the LP; mode is propagating into the 

coupling region from both input ports #2 and #3 such that the two are of equal intensity but 

the field at input port #3 is delayed in phase by an amount (t) from that at input port #2, 

the initial conditions can be stated as, 

a,(0) =0 (3.5.2-1) 

and, 

a2(0) = a3(0) edo) (3.5.2-2) 

from which equations (3.5-1), (3.5-2), and (3.5-3) give, 

  

B=2A (3.5.2-3) 

and, 

C=-3A jae =-j3A _sin{oco) | (3.5.2-4) 
1 + ei) 1 + cos (o(t)} 

Thus, the coefficients ap in equations (3.5-1), (3.5-2) and (3.5-3) may be rewritten in 

terms of constant A as, 

      

ay(z) = -A [elke - @-i2kz] (3.5.2-5) 

and, 

a2(z) = Lal} - 3 ale ekz + 2 ej2kz | (3.5.2-6) 
2 1 + cos (ot)) 

and, 

axz)=LA 1+j3 pa eljkz + 2 ei2kz \ (3.5.2-7) 
2 \ 1 + cos (oct)} 
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The constant A is determined from the third initial condition. The intensity (i.e. power) of 

the field in guide p as a function of Z is represented by lap(z)!. Thus with an initial total 

power input to the coupling region of Po, equally contributed to by the fields at input ports 

#2 and #3 at z=0, we have, 

  

lay(0}? =|a3(0)? = =o (3.5.2-8) 

where, 

(2)? = Ar 
et 4 aloo) (3.5.2-9) 

«| 5 + 4.cos (3kz) +9 intel | +12 [eee sin a] 
| 1 + cos (oct)} 1 + cos (ot)) 

and, 

2_ |Al’ 
(zy = —— 

at . 4 loc) (3.5.2-10) 
* 15 + 4.cos (3kz) +9 SIMAOOY | 2] SOO) sin (3kz) 

\ 1 + cos (octy) 1 + cos (oct)) { 

Then, 

lag(0}? = Jag(o)? = 2 |A? | —_1—_ (3.5.2-11) 
2°" [14 cos (oy) 

and, 

[Al = ; YPo [1+ cos (oct)}]” (3.5.2-12) 

The coefficients ay may then be rewritten as, 

ai) =- 1 1Po 1 + cos (o(t))] ” [eike - e-i2kz] (3.5.2-13) 
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and, 

a2(z) = t VPo [1+ cos (o()]” 

  

| (3.5.2-14) 
{fia sin (9() | ot +2 

1 + cos (oct) 

and, 

@ =Lyppl1+ t))]" agi) = 6 Vro [1 +cos (00) (3.5.2-15) 
+{[ia[ Sele) a «2 eam 

where A has been assumed to be a positive real number. 

The intensities at each of the output ports (i.e. output powers) #4, #5, and #6, 

corresponding to input ports #1, #2, and #3 respectively, are then determined from, 

ly = fay)? = 2 Po [1 - cos (3KL)] [1 + cos ((1))] (3.5.2-16) 

and, 

I5 =|a2(L}’ = Pory + 2 cos (3kL)] 
p 18 p (3.5.2-17) 

- ol - cos (3KL)] cos (o(t)) + = sin (3kL) sin (oct)) 

and, 

_ 2_ Po Ig =|a3(L)’ = 8 [7 + 2 cos (3kL)] .5.2-18) 

- (1 - cos (3kL)] cos (o(t)) - = sin (3kL) sin (90) 

where z=L is the end of the coupling region. These expressions can be simplified by 

defining, 
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and, 

and, 

By = ig! + 2 cos (3kKL)] Po (3.5.2-19) 

Bz = -+[1 - cos (3kL)] Po (3.5.2-20) 1 
9 

B3=- F [sin (3kL)] Po. (3.5.2-21) 

Thus for three fibers in a coupling region with identical propagation constants and coupling 

coefficients we have, [5] 

and, 

and, 

ly = - 2 Bo|1 +cos (o(t))] (3.5.2-22) 

Is = By + By cos (6(t)} - Bs sin (o(t)) (3.5.2-23) 

I¢ = By + Bz cos (6(t)) + B3 sin ((t)). (3.5.2-24) 
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4.0. Stabilization of Optical Fiber Mach Zehnder Interferometers 

A Mach Zehnder interferometer employing a 2x2 splitting coupler and a 2x2 

recombining coupler is shown in Figure 4.0-1. With coherent light of power Pp injected 

into port #1 of coupler #1, the amplitude and phase of the light at output ports #3 and #4 

are given by equations (3.3.1-9) and (3.3.1-10) evaluated at z=L, where L is the length of 

the coupling region. Thus at the outputs of coupler #1, 

Port #3: aj(L) = 4 YP (cikl + ¢-ikL) (4.0-1) 

and, 

Port #4: ao(L) = 5 Po (- eikL + eikL}, (4.0-2) 

Equations (4.0-1) and (4.0-2) may be rewritten using Euler’s identities as, 

Port #3: a,(L) = ¥P9 cos (kL) (4.0-3) 

and, 

Port #4: a2(L) = - j YPo sin (kL) = ¥Pp sin (kL) e-J 7/2, (4.0-4) 

From equations (4.0-3) and (4.0-4), the phase of the LPg; mode at output port #3 is 

advanced by 7/2 radians relative to that at output port #4. If the LPp; mode entering input 

port #1 of coupler #2 is modulated by an amount (t) relative to that entering port #2 of 

coupler #2, the total phase difference of the fields at the input ports of coupler #2 is (- g(t) 

+ 7/2). Note that in the analysis in section 3.3.2, o(t) was taken to be a phase delay. The 

intensities at the output ports #3 and #4 of coupler #2 are then given by equations (3.3.2- 

16) and (3.3.2-17) with o(t) replaced by (o(t) - 7/2). Then we have, 

IL = B, + B2 sin ((t) - 1)-B, - B, cos (oct) (4.0-5) 
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and, 

L. = B, - By sin ( (0) - i). B, + B, cos (o(t)) (4.0-6) 

where constants B, and B» are given by equations (3.3.2-14) and (3.3.2-15). In the 

analysis given in section 3.3.2. it is assumed that light entering the input ports of the 

recombining coupler are of equal intensity. Hence, the intensities of the light at output 

ports #3 and #4 of coupler #1 must be equal. Referring to equations (3.3.1-11) and 

(3.3.1-12), this requirement is met for coupler #1 when kL = (m+1)z/4 where m = 

0,1,2,..... The ac components of the intensity expressions given in equations (4.0-5) and 

(4.0-6) can be maximized by optimizing B». Referring to equation (3.3.2-15), the 

magnitude of B. can be maximized for coupler #2 when kL = (m+1)x/4 where m = 

0,1,2,... . From this discussion, the optical fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer is 

optimized when both the splitting and recombining couplers have a splitting ratio of 50/50. 

Note that in this analysis, loss in the fiber and the couplers is ignored. 

If the phase of the LPp, mode entering input port #1 of coupler #2 is further delayed by 

an amount 7/2 radians relative to that entering port #2, equations (4.0-5) and (4.0-6) 

become, 

I = B, - B, cos (6(t) +) =B, +B) sin (oct) (4.0-7) 

and, 

L, = B, + Bz cos (6(t) + 4 = B, - B, sin(9(t)) (4.0-8) 

where $(t) has been replaced with o(t) + 1/2. This condition is referred to as the quadrature 

condition or Q-point. 
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If the magnitude of (t) is small, i.e. less than 1 radian, the sine of the small argument 

may be replaced with the argument and equations (4.0-7) and (4.0-8) become, 

3=B, +B. (t); o(t) < 1 radian (4.0-9) 

and, 

L,=B, - Bz o(t); o(t) < 1 radian. (4.0-10) 

Thus, when the optical fiber Mach Zehnder interferometer is operated at quadrature, the 

output intensities at ports #3 and #4 are approximately linear functions of the phase 

modulating signal, provided the magnitude of the modulation is less than 1 radian. 

If the interferometer is operated at quadrature and $(t) is comprised of a small amplitude 

signal s(t) in the presence of large amplitude noise n(t), equations (4.0-7) and (4.0-8) 

become, 

I, = B, + B; sin (s(t) + n(t)) = B, + B2[s(t) cos (n(t)) + sin(n(t))] (4.0-11) 

and, 

L, = B, - Bz sin (s(t) + n(t)) = B, - Bz [s(t) cos (n(t)) + sin(n(t))] (4.0-12) 

where the trigonometric identity, 

sin(A + B)=sin Acos B+sin BcosA (4.0-13) 

has been used. Equations (4.0-11) and (4.0-12) indicate that the small signal s(t) is 

amplitude modulated by the noise component n(t). If s(t) is in a higher frequency band 

than n(t), filtering of the detected intensity signals I, and Jy in the frequency band of s(t) 

will reduce equations (4.0-11) and (4.0-12) to, 

BPF (I;) = [B cos (n(t)}] s(t) (4.0-14) 
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and, 

BPF (1) = - [Bz cos (n(t)}] s(t). (4.0-15) 

Equations (4.0-14) and (4.0-15) indicate that the filtered intensity signals will retrieve 

the high frequency small signal s(t), but that the amplitude of s(t) will fade in and out as a 

function of the noise component n(t). It is therefore desirable to stabilize the quadrature 

point of the interferometer against the effects of large signal low frequency noise so that the 

small signal high frequency component s(t) may be faithfully reproduced. Stabilization of 

the optical fiber Mach Zehnder interferometer can be achieved using active or passive 

methods as will be described in sections 4.1. and 4.2. 
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4.1. Active Stabilization 

Active stabilization of an optical fiber Mach Zehnder interferometer can be achieved by 

feeding a control signal into a piezoelectric cylinder placed in one arm of the 

interferometer.®! Equations (4.0-7) and (4.0-8) describe the intensity outputs of the two 

wave interferometer when it is operated under the quadrature condition. Both the ac and dc 

components of these outputs have equal magnitudes, but the ac components are 180° out of 

phase. Thus by subtracting the two outputs we may eliminate the dc components, and 

double the ac components. If O(t) is exactly zero in equations (4.0-7) and (4.0-8) the 

interferometer will be in quadrature and the error signal generated by subtracting the two 

outputs will be exactly zero. So long as o(t) changes by less than one radian from zero, the 

error signal will be approximately a linear function of the degree to which the interferometer 

is out of quadrature. 

Noise, due to environmental effects, that leads to Q-point drift in the interferometer is 

generally in a lower frequency band than the megahertz ultrasonic signals that we wish to 

detect. Thus by generating a control signal from the low frequency components of the 

detected intensity signals and using it to drive a piezoelectric cylinder in one arm of the 

interferometer, signal fading of the detected small signal high frequency components can be 

minimized. A block diagram for such a control system is illustrated in Figure 4.1-1. 

In the system shown in Figure 4.1-1, R(s) is the Laplace transform of the phase 

modulating signal o(t). R(s) consists of both low frequency noise due to environmental 

effects and the high frequency acoustic strain signal that we wish to detect. G(s) represents 
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the system model of the optical fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Since the 

interferometer intensity output signals do not depend on the frequency of the signals 

producing the phase modulation, the frequency response of the interferometer may be 

considered to be limited only by the optical detectors. In the system to be presented, 1.7 

GHz bandwidth avalanche photo diode (APD) detectors are used. Since the noise and 

ultrasonic signals that are of interest in this system are in frequency bands significantly 

lower than the bandwidth of the APD’s, G(s) is assumed to be unity. D(s) represents the 

control law used to minimize the effects of the low frequency noise components of R(s). 

X(s) is the output of the interferometer at the detectors and Y(s) is the control signal that is 

applied to the piezoelectric cylinder placed in the reference arm. From Figure 4.1-1, open 

loop equations for the system may be written as, 

Y(s) = G(s) D(s) R(s) (4.1-1) 

and, 

X(s) = G(s) R(s). (4.1-2) 

Closed loop equations for the system may similarly be expressed as, 

Y(s) = G(s) D(s) (R(s) - Y¥(s)) (4.1-3) 

from which, 

G(s) D(s) 

Yo =f Gy Da! er 
and, 

X(s) = G(s) (R(s) - Y(s)) (4.1-5) 

from which, 
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The characteristic equation for the system is then, 

1 + G(s) D(s) = 0. (4.1-7) 

Using integral feedback for the control law we have, 

-K - D(s) Ts (4.1-8) 

where K is the gain and T is the time constant of the integrator. With G(s) = 1 from the 

discussion above and using equation (4.1-8) in equations (4.1-4) and (4.1-6) we have for 

  

  

  

  

the closed loop equations, 

K 

Y(s) = 1s R(s) (4.1-9) 
1+ Ts 

and, 

X(s) =/—1_| R¢s). (4.1-10) 
1+K 

Ts 

Equations (4.1-9) and (4.1-10) may be simplified to, 

K 

Y(s) =| 1 _] R(s) (4.1-11) 
s+K 

T 

and, 

X(s) = |—S—} R(s). (4.1-12) 
s+ . 

    

Similarly the characteristic equation in (4.1-7) may be expressed as, 

K 4.1- s+ 0. (4.1-13) 

Y(s) in equation (4.1-11) has a low pass characteristic while X(s) in equation (4.1-12) has 

a high pass characteristic. The closed loop pole for both Y(s) and X(s) is found from the 
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characteristic equation (4.1-13) to be located on the real axis of the imaginary plane at s = - 

(K/T). Thus by varying the gain K or the time constant T of the integrator, we may shift 

the pole of D(s) and thereby alter the cutoff frequency of the low and high pass signals 

appearing at Y(s) and X(s) respectively. A diagram of the actively stabilized Mach Zehnder 

interferometer is shown in Figure 4.1-2. Note that in Figure 4.1-2, O(t) = s(t) + n(t). 

Since integral feedback is used in the control law, the error signal generated by low- 

frequency Q-point drift can always be driven to zero. This comes about because all 

previous error values have been charged up in the integrator.!7] Anti-windup of the 

integrator is achieved by the piezoelectric cylinder, which returns to a relaxed position 

under steady-state conditions. Hence, as the error exceeds the limits of the compensator, 

the signal driving the piezoelectric cylinder will become saturated and reach a steady state. 

The piezoelectric cylinder will then begin to relax and in turn alter the phase of the LP), 

mode propagating in the reference arm such that a new stable Q-point will be reached and 

the error driven to zero. 
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4.2. Passive Stabilization 

Passive stabilization of an optical fiber Mach Zehnder interferometer can be achieved by 

using a 3x3 coupler as the recombining coupler.) In section 3.5. it was shown that when 

two coherent beams enter two of the input ports of the 3x3 coupler with a phase difference 

between them, the intensities at two of the outputs contain both sine and cosine components 

of the phase difference. Hence stabilization of the interferometer may be achieved through 

post processing of these quadrature components as detected at the 3x3 coupler output 

ports.9] A Mach Zehnder interferometer employing a 2x2 splitting coupler and a 3x3 

recombining coupler is shown in Figure 4.2-1. 

With coherent light of power Po injected into port #1 of the 2x2 coupler, the amplitude 

and phase of the light at output ports #3 and #4 are given by equations (3.3.1-9) and 

(3.3.1-10) evaluated at z=L, where L is the length of the coupling region. Thus at the 

outputs of coupler #1, 

Port #3: a;() = 5 YPo (cikL + e-ikL) (4.2-1) 

and, 

Port #4: a,(L) = 5 Po (- eikl + ek}, (4.2-2) 

Equations (4.2-1) and (4.2-2) may be rewritten using Euler’s identities as, 

Port #3: a;(L) = ¥Po cos (kL) (4.2-3) 

and, 

Port #4: a2(L) = - j YPo sin (kL) = YPpo sin (kL) e-5%/2. (4.2-4) 
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From equations (4.2-3) and (4.2-4), the phase of the LPg, mode at output port #3 is 

advanced by 7/2 radians relative that at output port #4. If the LP; mode entering input 

port #2 of the 3x3 coupler is modulated by an amount $(t) relative to the light entering port 

#3, the total phase difference of the light at the input ports of the 3x3 coupler is (- o(t) + 

m/2). Note that in the analysis in section 3.3.2 o(t) was taken to be a phase delay. The 

intensities of the light at the output ports #5 and #6 of the 3x3 coupler are then given by 

equations (3.5.2-23) and (3.5.2-24) with o(t) replaced by ((t) - 1/2). Then we have, 

Is = B; + Bz cos (912) - 4 - Bg sin (910) - 4 

? 2 (4.2-5) 
= B, + Bz sin (o(0) + Bs cos (9) 

and, 

Is = By + Bz cos (6(t) - n) + Bs sin (9(t) - q| 426) 

= B, + By sin(o(t)) - B3 cos (o(0)). ~ 

where constants B,, By and B3 are given by equations (3.5.2-19), (3.5.2-20) and (3.5.2- 

21). In the analysis given in section 3.5.2. it is assumed that light entering the input ports 

of the recombining 3x3 coupler are of equal intensity. Hence, the intensities of the light at 

output ports #3 and #4 of the 2x2 coupler must be equal. Referring to equations (3.3.1-11) 

and (3.3.1-12), this requirement is met for the 2x2 coupler when kL = (m+1)x/4 where m 

= 0,1,2,.... Note that in this analysis, loss in the fiber and the couplers is ignored. 
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4.2.1. Signal Processing 

Cosine and sine form a complete orthogonal set of functions, and since both cos(@(t)) 

and sin((t)) are available at the 3x3 coupler outputs, (t) itself may be retrieved through 

signal processing. The intensity outputs at ports #5 and #6 are given by equations (4.2-5) 

and (4.2-6) as, 

Is = By + Bo sin (o(t)) + B3 cos (o(0)) (4.2.1-1) 

and, 

Ig = By + By sin (o(t)) - By cos (9(t)). (4.2.1-2) 

The sum and difference of I; and Ig separates the sine and cosine components into, 

Is + Ig = 2[By + By sin (o(t))} (4.2.1-3) 

and, 

Is - Ig = 2 B3 cos (6(t)}. (4.2.1-4) 

Differentiating both the sum and difference equations separates the time derivative of (t) 

from the sine and cosine functions as, 

dts + Id =2 Bp 6(t) cos (9(1)) (4.2.1-5) 

and, 

4 [15 - Ie] =- 2 Bs 6€9 sin (009) (4.2.1-6) 
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Cross-multiplying equation (4.2.1-3) with (4.2.1-6) and equation (4.2.1-4) with (4.2.1-5) 

produces sine squared and cosine squared functions, 

[Is + Ic] [ls - Ig] = - 4B,B3 6(t) sin ((0)) - 4B2B3 (4) sin’(o(p) (4.2.1-7) 

and, 

[Is - Id] A [ls + Ie] = 4B 6(t) cos? (6). (4.2.1-8) 

Subtracting equation (4.2.1-7) from (4.2.1-8) eliminates the cosine squared and sine 

squared dependence resulting in, 

{[1s-ol-Xfts+1e]}-{[1s +s} AfI5-I6]] = 4B1B3 $(t)sin (o(t)}+4B B30(t). (4.2.1-9) 

Integrating equation (4.2.1-9) produces $(t) along with an additional cosine term and a 

constant, 

| {UsTel Mf rs+te]]{[1s+sle Mts-Lel] at 
(4.2.1-10) 

= - 4B;B; cos (6(t)) + 4B2B3 o(t) + C. 

The cosine term may be eliminated by realizing that B1 forms the d.c. component of the 

signal in the expressions for I5 and Ig. Hence by using offsets in an analog approach, as 

in reference [9], or a.c. coupling in a digital sampling approach to the implementation of the 

equations presented above, an undistorted representation of o(t) may be retrieved. Thus, 

the final result after signal processing is: 

Processed Signal = 4B2B3 $(t) + C. (4.2.1-11) 
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4.2.2. 3x3 Coupler Design 

Examination of the expressions for By and B3 in equations (3.5.2-20) and (3.5.2-21) 

reveal that both will disappear when kL = n(27/3); n=0,1,2,... and that B3 will disappear 

when kL = m(n/3); m=0,1,2,.... Thus, when Bo is zero, B3 will also be zero. 

However, B3 can be zero while Bo is non-zero and the sin((t)) terms in the expressions 

for I5 and I¢ will disappear. 

Optimally, it is desired to have coefficients Bz and B3 equal so that both cos((t)) and 

sin((t)) components will be of equal magnitude. Examination of the expressions for By 

and B3 shows that this will occur when kL = 0.8327 radians (47.71°). Thus, design of the 

3x3 coupler should be carried out so that kL = 47.71% This is easily accomplished by 

monitoring the output ports #4,#5, and #6 when input port #1 is excited during 

manufacturing. Referring to equations (3.5.1-13), (3.5.1-14) and (3.5.1-15) that describe 

this problem, with kL = 0.8327 radians and Po the input power to port #1, the output 

intensities at ports #4,#5, and #6 will be, 

y= 2 Po 2 +2 cos (3 (0.8327)) = 0.200 Po (4.2.2-1) 

and, 

Is = Ig= 2 Po [1 - cos (3 (0.8327))] = 0.400 Pp. (4.2.2-2) 

Thus, when the coupler is manufactured with a splitting ratio of [20%, 40%, 40%}, the 

cos((t)) and sin(@(t)) components of the modulating signal o(t) will have equal magnitudes 

when two coherent, equal amplitude beams are applied to input ports #2 and #3, one phase 

modulated by $(t). 
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5.0. Ultrasonic Detection with Singlemode Optical Fibers 

Ultrasonic waves are mechanical waves that consist of vibrations of the molecular 

particles of a material about the equilibrium positions of these particles. A longitudinal 

ultrasonic wave is a traveling pressure wave, with alternating cycles of compression and 

rarefraction in the direction of propagation, and is readily propagated in liquids.!® 

Detection of this dynamic pressure field by optical fibers is accomplished through the 

alteration of certain physical parameters of the waveguide. Among these are changes in the 

axial and radial dimensions of the guide as well as changes in the refractive indices of the 

core and cladding regions of the fiber. Alteration of these parameters results in a phase 

shift of the LPp, mode propagating in the waveguide for circular core guides. Since the 

particle displacements associated with ultrasonic waves are expected to be on the order of 

Angstroms, the resulting phase shift of the LPp), mode propagating in the fiber may be 

expected to be much less than 27. 

If we define the sensing section of an optical fiber to be of length L along the z-axis of 

the fiber, we may express the phase delay of the fields propagating along this section to be, 

$= BL (5.0-1) 

where f is the propagation constant of the LP9, mode in the waveguide. If the sensing 

section is now statically and uniformly strained in the radial direction the phase delay 

becomes, 

Ad(er) = B ALC) + L ABE. (5.0-2) 
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Using the Poisson ratio p of the glass material we may write, 

AL) = - €, | L=¢6L (5.0-3) 

where, 

(aa) p=-&a- ia (5.0-4) 

* (a) L 

Note that in this convention, compression in the radial direction will cause expansion in the 

axial direction. Compression in the radial direction is denoted by a negative value of €,. 

It was shown in section 2.4. and Figure 2.4-1 that the propagation constant B of the 

LP; mode is a function of the normalized frequency variable V, 

B = f(V). (5.0-5) 

From equation (2.3-47) we may express V as, 

V =a ky Yn? - ni}. (5.0-6) 

With the free space wave number kp held constant, the change in B with the applied strain 

may be written as, 

op AB(e,) = 2 AV(e,) (5.0-7) 
oV 

  

where OB/OV is the slope of the solution to the characteristic equation under the condition of 

weak guidance for the LP), mode, shown in Figure 2.4-1, over the region in which the 

strain is applied. The change in the normalized frequency V with the applied radial strain 

may be expressed as, 
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V 
AV() = d | Aater) + 

  

(5.0-8) 

  

V 
x Anite) + = An2(€r). 

on, on, 

From equation (5.0-6), the partial derivatives of V with respect to core radius a, core index 

n, and cladding index np are, 

and, 

and, 

dV 

  

  

— = ky ¥n? - n3 (5.0-9) 
oa 

—= 1 5.0-10 

av a “se. 2) 5.0-11 
on, koa | — 5| ( 

Using equation (5.0-4) the change in the core radius with the applied radial strain may be 

expressed as, 

Aa(e;) = €, a. (5.0-12) 

Considering the optical fiber to be a homogeneous and isotropic medium and using 

equation (5.0-4), the change in the indices of the core and cladding with the applied radial 

strain may be expressed in terms of the strain-optic tensor as,!11] 

An,(€r) = - 5 ni e-(1 - t | Pi2 + €, Pa (5.0-13) 
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and, 

An,(ez) =- 5 n2? fe (1 ~ * | Piz + &, Pu} (5.0-14) 

Using equations (5.0-8) through (5.0-14), we may rewrite equation (5.0-7) as, 

      

AB(er) = a ky Yn? - n3 - 
V 

(1) L \Lfe(y 2 ba nt (5.0-15) | a (ea) + (1 5 (e{ - mi Piz + & Ps (- nt + ni} 

Using equation (5.0-6) and simplifying, equation (5.0-15) becomes, 

op 4_ nf 
ABC) =V av 1 - (aia) 5 (1 - ” Piz + Pal E.. (5.0-16) 

      

Thus the phase delay experienced in the sensing section of the fiber due to a static and 

uniform applied radial strain may be expressed from equations (5.0-2), (5.0-3) and (5.0- 

16) as, 

op y 1-()L(1-1} mos yf e,.  (5.0-17) 

    

Ag(e) = L ' B i" +V 

  

From equation (2.3-47) we may write, 

  m= ./ nt- wa (5.0-18) 

where, from equation (2.1-29), 

3 = wipes = (22 £f = (ry. (5.0-19) 

Referring to Figure 2.4-1, for singlemode operation in circular core step index optical fiber 

the value of V must be less than 2.405. Assuming an operating wavelength of A, = 830 
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nm, a core radius of a = 3 [im and a core index of n, = 1.458, the required value of 

cladding index ny for a normalized frequency of V=2.0 is from equations (5.0-18) and 

(5.0-19), 

  

  
n=, | (1.4587 -——(2-9)__ = 1.455338. (5.0-20) 

(3e-6) (2 | 
830e-9 

From Figure 2.4-1 for the LP, mode, the normalized value of B for V = 2.0 is b = 

0.4162. For small applied strains that shift V by plus or minus five percent, the slope of 

the b vs. V curve is approximately linear with normalized values of B at V = 2.1 and 1.9 

being b = 0.4476 and b = 0.3827 respectively. Using the values for nj, ny and Ag above, 

and equations (5.0-19) and (2.2-58), the denormalized values of b for V = 2.0, V = 2.1, 

and V = 1.9 are B = 11.02544e6 rad/m, B = 11.02608e6 rad/m, and B = 11.02477e6 rad/m 

respectively. Thus we have, 

B = 11.02544e6 rad/m; V = 2.0 (5.0-21) 

and, 

OB ~ 11.02608e6 - 11.02477e6 ~ 6.539400e3 ms V =2.0+ 5%. (5.0-22) 
av 2.1 - 1.9 

Assuming the Poisson ratio of the optical fiber to be = 0.25 and the strain optic 

coefficients to be py, = Py = 0.3, equation (5.0-17) may be evaluated numerically to 

be, 11] 

A(e.) = L €, {- 44.10178e6 + 13.07880e3 + 16.65103e3} rad. —(5.0-23) 

In equation (5.0-23) the first term in the sum is the phase shift due to a change in the length 

L of the sensing region, the second term is the phase shift due to a change in the core 

diameter of the fiber, and the last term is the phase shift due to changes in the indices of 
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refraction of the core and cladding materials. The most significant contribution to the phase 

shift induced by a uniform static radially applied strain is the change in the length L of the 

fiber. Note that the minus sign in front of this term indicates that a compressive radial 

Strain (€, negative) will produce an elongation of the sensing length L and hence an increase 

in the phase delay experienced by the LPp; mode in the sensing region. From this analysis 

we may approximate the phase delay experienced by the LPg; mode in the sensing region 

of the fiber to a compressive radial strain (€, negative) as, 

Ad(e,) =- BL | e,. (5.0-24) 

If uniform radial strain is now applied dynamically over the sensing region of the fiber 

by a longitudinal acoustic wave propagating transverse to the z-axis of the fiber, we may 

express the transferred radial strain as, 

e,(t,z) = C, [A. cos (2nf, t + 6(z)}]. (5.0-25) 

In equation (5.0-25) A, and f, are the amplitude and frequency of the acoustic wave 

respectively and 6(z) is the phase of the acoustic wave over the sensing region of the fiber. 

The constant Cp is a coupling factor used to describe the transfer of radial strain from the 

host material to the embedded sensing region of the optical fiber and is confined to values 

between zero and one. Note that 6(z) is assumed to be constant so that applied radial strain 

is uniform over the entire length L of the sensing region i.e., 8(z) = 99. This assumption 

implies that the acoustic wave is a plane wave at the location of the embedded sensing 

region. Also, it is assumed that the diameter of the sensing region is significantly smaller 

than the wavelength of the acoustic wave so that the applied radial strain is approximately 

uniform about the radius of the fiber sensing region, i.e., 
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= 7 >> 125 um (5.0-26) 

where v, is the longitudinal velocity of the propagating acoustic wave in the host material. 

Note that the outer diameter of typical singlemode fibers is about 125 um without the 

protective coating. Using equations (5.0-24) and (5.0-25), the phase shift encountered by 

the LPp; mode in the sensing region of the optical fiber due to a transverse propagating 

longitudinal acoustic plane wave may then be expressed as, 

o(t) =-BL (4 C, [A. cos (2nf, t + 4)]. (5.0-27) 
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6.0. Epoxy Cure Monitoring with Singlemode Optical Fibers 

The state of cure of epoxies is an important issue in the manufacture of graphite epoxy 

composites used in aerospace structures. Variations in the initial state and process used to 

cure the epoxy resin in a composite material lead to variations in the mechanical properties 

of the part manufactured from the composite.!2] Control of these variation can be 

accomplished by monitoring the bulk and shear moduli of the epoxy resin as it cures. The 

moduli properties of the resin determine the acoustic properties of the epoxy.121,[13],[14] 

Hence measurement of the acoustic longitudinal velocity and attenuation of the epoxy 

during its cure cycle provides a good indicator of the state of cure. The degree of cure of 

an epoxy may be expressed in terms of the longitudinal acoustic velocity of the resin as a 

function of time as, [13] 

vt) +4 A vx0)\” 
3 _1 WB ot) = - v2 6.0-1 Ors ada v3(0) ( ) 

3 

where, 

vee) + 4 A vx0)\” 
s) =|| ——32——__|_ - v"@]; B21 (6.0-2) 

1+4A 
3 

Or, 

veo) +4 A vx0)\"" 
sai —_—_ -v40)|: B <1. (6.0-3) 

1+3A 

In equations (6.0-1) through (6.0-3), v(t) is the longitudinal velocity as a function of time, 

v(0) is the longitudinal velocity in the initial state of the resin, v(ce) is the longitudinal 

velocity at the end of the curing process, A is a constant relating the change in the shear 
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moduli to the change in the bulk moduli, and B is the initial ratio of the amine to epoxide 

concentration for the resin. [13] 

Results obtained by Parker and Winfree in reference [14] are shown in Figures 6.0-1 

and 6.0-2. Figure 6.0-1 depicts the longitudinal velocity while Figure 6.0-2 depicts the 

longitudinal attenuation as a function of cure time for Shell epoxy resin Epon 815 cured 

with an amine adduct termed agent U. For the purposes of this paper, only the general 

shape of the longitudinal velocity and attenuation curves are of interest. The epoxy and 

curing agent used in the experiments to be presented in the following chapter are different 

from those used by Parker and Winfree, however the curing process should produce 

results similar to those obtained by Parker and Winfree in Figures 6.0-1 and 6.0-2. 
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7.0. Experimental Results 

An actively stabilized Mach-Zehnder interferometer was implemented as described in 

section 4.1. and reference [8] and used in the experimental setup shown in Figure 7.0-1. 

The laser source shown in the system was a pigtailed 824 nm laser diode with a 2 mW 

output. All optical fiber and couplers were singlemode at the source wavelength. The 

sensing arm of the interferometer was looped through a mold in which an epoxy casting 

resin to be cure monitored was poured. The two sections of the sensing arm inside the 

mold, each 5.4 cm in length, were oriented paralle] to one another and spaced 3.0 cm apart 

as depicted in Figure 7.0-2. Both sections were stripped of coating material so that the bare 

cladding would be in contact with the casting resin. Part of the sensing arm was also 

wrapped around a piezoelectric cylinder. This allowed a calibration signal to be applied to 

the interferometer so as to provide a method for maximizing stability of the Q-point through 

adjustment of the gain of the compensator circuit. The reference arm of the interferometer 

was wrapped around a second piezoelectric cylinder. This cylinder was driven by the 

compensator circuit to adjust for low frequency drift (<10 KHz) in the interferometer Q- 

point. 

The outputs of the interferometer were monitored by two avalanche photo diode (APD) 

detectors with 1.7 GHz bandwidths. One of the APD output signals was fed to a Matec 

broadband receiver and the other to an oscilloscope to monitor the calibration signal when 

applied. Both APD outputs were also fed to a differential amplifier in the compensator 

circuit where they were subtracted. This generated an error signal by eliminating the dc 

component of the interferometer output while doubling the amplitude of the ac component 
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as described in section 4.1. The differential amplifier was also adjusted to cut off 

frequencies below about 0.1 Hz in order to reduce saturation of the integrator by the near 

dc components of the detected signal. The piezoelectric cylinders used in the system were 

practically limited to frequencies below = 18 KHz. For this reason, the error signal from 

the differential amplifier was sent through a low pass filter with a cutoff of about 12 KHz 

in order to prevent saturation of the integrator with high frequency noise beyond the control 

of the compensator piezoelectric cylinder. The resulting passband signal was integrated 

and amplified to drive the compensator piezoelectric cylinder in the interferometer reference 

arm. 

The epoxy casting resin was mixed with the hardening agent and poured into the mold 

around the two sections of sensing fiber. Ten microsecond long pulses of ultrasound at 

2.25 MHz were injected into the resin with a longitudinal immersion transducer driven by a 

Matec gating amplifier with a peak output of about 4 KW. Each pulse was detected at the 

two sensing locations as it propagated through the resin. The spacing of 3 cm between the 

sensing sections of fiber was chosen so as to avoid pulse overlap of both sections for 

longitudinal velocities up to 3000 m/s. One of the detected output signals from the 

interferometer was fed to a Matec RF receiver where the envelope was extracted. The 

envelopes of the pulse as detected at the two sensing locations were displayed on an 

oscilloscope which was triggered by the Matec gating amplifier. Acoustic velocity was 

measured by dividing the distance separating the two embedded lengths of the sensor fiber 

by the temporal displacement of the leading edges of the detected envelopes on the 

oscilloscope. Acoustic attenuation was measured by noting the relative difference in 

amplitude between the two envelopes and dividing by the same separation distance. 
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Figure 7.0-3 shows the envelope of a single pulse as detected at the two sensing 

locations within the resin. Figures 7.0-4 and 7.0-5 show the longitudinal acoustic velocity 

and attenuation, respectively, of the resin as measured during the cure cycle. The initial 

longitudinal acoustic velocity at the outset of cure was about 1500 m/s, while the value at 

the end of the cure cycle was about 2381 m/s as indicated in Figure 7.0-4. The initial 

longitudinal acoustic attenuation at the outset of cure was about 1.3 dB/cm, while the value 

at the end of the cure cycle was about 1.9 dB/cm as indicated in Figure 7.0-5. Figures 7.0- 

4 and 7.0-5 show that data could not be taken when the attenuation of the curing casting 

resin became greater than about 5.4 dB/cm. The curves fitted to the data in these figures 

were obtained using an interpolation routine. The results of cure cycle monitoring obtained 

by using a singlemode optical fiber as an acoustic sensor are in good agreement with those 

obtained in references [13] and [14] using conventional transducer techniques as may be 

seen by comparing Figures 7.0-4 and 7.0-5 with Figures 6.0-1 and 6.0-2. 
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8.0. Conclusions 

An actively stabilized Mach Zehnder interferometer has been demonstrated to be capable 

of detecting ultrasound within a curing epoxy casting resin as long as the acoustic 

attenuation of the resin remains below 5.4 dB/cm. The equations governing the optical 

fiber and optical fiber couplers that make up the interferometer were derived from 

Maxwell’s equations in order to demonstrate the mechanisms which make ultrasound 

detection with optical fiber sensors possible. The results of these derivations also provided 

insight into the problems associated with optical fiber interferometric detection schemes 

such as the need for stabilization. Both active and passive stabilization methods were 

presented and analyzed. Active stabilization was chosen for the experiment presented in 

section 7.0. because of it could be easily implemented with analog components. An 

analysis of the interaction of longitudinal acoustic strain waves with singlemode optical 

fibers was presented. It was shown that the most significant contribution to the phase shift 

of the LPy,; mode propagating in the waveguide is due to variations in the axial dimension 

of the fiber resulting from the radially applied strain. The significance of the longitudinal 

acoustic velocity as an indicator of the state of cure of an epoxy resin was addressed. 

Finally, an epoxy casting resin was acoustically monitored during its cure cycle using 

singlemode optical fiber and the results were found to be in good agreement with those 

obtained in references [13] and [14] using conventional acoustic detection methods. 
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Figure 2.4-1. Normalized propagation constant b vs. normalized frequency V for first five 
LP modes in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 2.6-1. Normalized x-polarized electric field amplitude of the LPp,; mode vs. 

normalized radius in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 2.6-2. Normalized x-polarized electric field amplitude of the LP,, mode vs. 

normalized radius in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 2.6-3. Normalized x-polarized electric field amplitude of the LP, mode vs. 

normalized radius in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 2.6-4. Normalized x-polarized electric field amplitude of the LPp» mode vs. 

normalized radius in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 2.6-5. Normalized x-polarized electric field amplitude of the LP3,; mode vs. 

normalized radius in circular core step index fiber. 
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Figure 3.3-1. Geometry of a 2x2 coupler. 
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Figure 3.5-1. Geometry of a 3x3 coupler. 
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Figure 4.0-1. Mach Zehnder interferometer with 2x2 recombining coupler. 
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Figure 4.1-1. Control system block diagram for active stabilization. 
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Figure 4.1-2.Actively stabilized Mach Zehnder interferometer. 
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Figure 7.0-1. Experimental setup used to cure monitor epoxy casting resin. 
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curing casting resin. First trace is transmitted 10 ps pulse at 2.25 MHz. 

Second and third traces are pulse envelopes detected by optical fiber sensing 

regions located 3 cm apart. Final trace is pulse envelope detected by 

receiving piezoelectric transducer. 
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Appendix A. Vector Identities 

V-(VxA) =0 

V+(wA) = wVeA + ArVw 

Vx(wA) = wVxA - AxVw 

VxVxA = V(VeA}- VA 

Ax(BxC) = B(AsC) - C{AsB) 

AeBxC) = B{CxA) = C{AxB) 

V{A+B)=VeA+ VB 

V-(Ax B)= BV x A}- AV xB) 
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In rectangular coordinates, 

  

Vw= v. + a 
Oz 

V.w = i a + ay a 

Ox oy 

Vwe v + a 
Oz 

2 2 

Viw = a + o 
Ox dy 

In cylindrical coordinates, 

Vw= fv, + 2 a 
Oz 

V.w = i o4 a 4 a 
or ao 

2 

Vwe v + a 
oz 

  vw = 12(,28 
Tor\ or 

  

1 dw 
toa r a 

Appendix A 

(A-10) 

(A-11) 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 

(A-14) 

(A-15) 

(A-16) 

(A-17) 
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Appendix B. Bessel Function Recurrence Relations 

Bessel Functions of the First Kind of Order n, 

J. (x) =(-1)S. (x); n=0,1,2,... 

x Jn (x) =x Jaa (x)- n Ji (x) 

x J, (x) =n J. (x) - x Jou (x) 

Jani (x) = 22 J, (x) - Jun (Xx) 

Modified Bessel Functions of the Second Kind of Order n, 

K., (x) = K, (x); n=0,1,2,... 

x K, (x) = - x Kua (x) - n K, (x) 

x Ki (x) =n Ka, (x)- x Kaun (x) 

K.n: (x) = 22 K, (x) + Kes (x) 

Ko (x) = - In (x) + (In (2) - y); as x30, y= 0.577 

(n - 1)! 
K, (x)= 5 (2) ;as x0, n>0   
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